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Abstract

Various geometrical aspects of quantum spaces are presented showing the pos-
sibility of building physics on quantum spaces.

In the first chapter we will give the motivations for studying noncommutative
geometry and also review the definition of a Hopf algebra and some general features
of the differential geometry on quantum groups and quantum planes.

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the noncommutative version of differential calcu-
lus, integration and complex structure are established for the quantum sphere 5'
and the quantum complex projective space CP,{N), on which there are quantum
group symmetries that are represented nonlinearly, and are respected by all the
aforementioned structures. The braiding of S' and CP,(N) is also described.

In Chapter 4 the quantum projective geometry over the quantum projective
space CP,,{N) is developed. Collinearity conditions, coplanarity conditions, inter-
sections and anharmonic ratios will be described.

In Chapter 5 an algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry on quantum
spaces is presented where Riemannian metric, distance, Laplacian, connection, and
curvature haye their quantum counterparts. This attempt is also extended to com-
plex manifolds. Examples include the quantum sphere, the complex quantum pro-
jective space and the two-sheeted space. The quantum group of general coordinate
transformations on some quantum spaces is also given.

Brief reviews of Poisson-Lie groups and Lie bialgebras are included in Appendix
A and Connes' noncommutative geometry in Appendix B.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter we give the motivation and background for studying noncommutative

geometry and quantum groups.

1.1 Motivation

The purpose of this section is to give the physical and mathematical motivations

for working on noncommutative geometry and quantum groups.

1.1.1 Physical Motivation

As early as the advent of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation and the canonical

commutation relation [x,p] = t in quantum mechanics, people have speculated that

spacetime should not be treated like a classical' manifold [1], because the quantum

effects of gravitation should impose some lower bound on the measurable distance

(the Planck scale). Rather, the coordinates of spacetime are expected to satisfy

some nontrivial commutation relations.

If spacetime is quantized, the Lorentz group might as well be quantized, either

as the structure group of a vector bundle over spacetime, or as the symmetry group

of a macroscopically flat region in spacetime. Similarly, internal symmetry groups

might also have to be quantized.

In addition, noncommutative geometry, quantum groups or similar ideas have

been applied to other fields of physics such as the quantum Hall effect [2], Wess-

'Here and in the following the words "classical" and "quantum" are used to indicate the
commulativity and noncommutativity, respectively, of the algebra of functions over the underlying
spnec. Hence not only Sl/(2), but also Eg will be called a classical group.
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Zumino-Witten models (3,4], conformal field theory [5, 6), lattice field theory [7, S,

9], intcgrable models (10, 11] and string field theory [12].

1.1.2 Mathematical Motivation

A mathematical theorem [13] says that if A is a commutative C-algebra * and

A the space of maximal ideals of A, then A is •-isouiorphic to Co(A) (the set of

functions vanishing at infinity) and A is a locally compact Hausdorff space.

Given a manifold, the maximal ideal mentioned above can be identified with the

subset of (complex-valued continuous) functions which vanish at a certain point on

the manifold. It is an ideal because if any function is multiplied to an clement of

this subset the product is still in the subset. It is maximal in the sense that if any

function not in the subset is adjoined to the subset, their linear span will include the

whole algebra A. Conversely, if one is given the algebra of functions on a manifold

directly as an algebra without knowing the underlying manifold, the theorem says

that one can associate each maximal ideal with a point and identify the space of

maximal ideals with the manifold.

The descriptions of functions and points are dual to each other. The evaluation

of a function / on the manifold at a point p, / (p) , can be thought of as the evaluation

of a function p on A at a "point" / , p( / ) , i.e., / (p) = (f,p) = p ( / ) . It is expected

that properties of a space can be stated in a dual way for the dual space.

The natural question is whether we can generalize classical geometry by consid-

ering noncommutative algebras *. While in the noncommutative case the concept

of points loses its actual meaning, the concept of functions survives (as noncom-

mutative algebra) and the dual description of things becomes the only appropriate

choice. In this sense the dual description is more fundamental since it has a wider

applicable range.

The effort to restate everything in the dual picture also stimulates a better

understanding of the classical objects. Furthermore, it is remarkable that a quantum

counterpart can be found for almost every classical notion. Mathematically for such

a generalized notion the classical case appears as a very restrictive case among all

the noncommutative possibilities. Therefore it would be a great mystery if the

physical world (spacetimc) is purely classical while all the relevant concepts arc

naturally embedded in a much more general setting.

JA C'-algebra is a Banach algebra with an involution (a Banach •-algebra) satisfying ||x'x|| =
llxlp; a Banach algebra is a complete normed linear space with ||xy|| < ||x||||y||.

'This question was raised by von Neumann and called a "pointless" geometry.

The Gel'fand-Naimark theorem [13] states that every C"-algebra is isomorphic

and isometric to a Banach algebra of operators on a Hilbert space where the Her-

mitian conjugation corresponds to the *-involulion. Hence when one talks about

noncommutative algebras it is the safest to restrict oneself to C-algebras so that

everything can be realized as operators on a Hilbert space. Nevertheless, since the

work presented in the following is a kind of piloting work that is aimed at investigat-

ing the possibility and difficulty of using noncommutative objects to make physical

statements (geometrical statements), we will not be too concerned with the mathe-

matical rigor and allow formal manipulations unless obvious contradiction appears.

This has been the attitude of physicists toward mathematics for most of the time.

1.2 Hopf Algebras

In this section we will see that the concept of group, after being rephrased in the

dual language, can be generalized to the noncommutative case.

The definition of Hopf algebra [14] is closely related to the definition of groups.

It is a generalization of the algebra of functions on a group. While ordinary func-

tions on a group (or any classical manifold) form a commutative algebra, a Hopf

algebra is a possibly noncommutative algebra with all essential properties of the al-

gebra of functions on a group except commutativity. Just like in ordinary quantum

mechanics the coordinate x and the momentum p satisfying the noncommutative

relation (x,p) = i can be viewed as functions on the quantum phase space, elements

in a Hopf algebra can be viewed as functions on a quantum group.

The defining properties of a group G are:

1. Product: g = g,g2 G G is defined for all gugi e G.

2. Associativity. (gtg})g3 =

3. Unit: There exists \a € G such that log = g — glo for all g 5 G.

4. Inverse: For all g 6 G there exists g~x € G such that gg~' = 1<J = g~lg.

All the four properties above can be stated alternatively as properties of the

algebra of functions on the group G, which is denoted by A. Since A is dual to

G in the sense that G is also the algebra of functions on A by the identification

9{f) = f(g) for any g € G and / € A, the statements for A are called the dual

statements of the corresponding ones for G. Classically there is a multiplication on



A which is independent of the product defined on G. It is the associative, point-wise
multiplication:

(fih)(g) = h{g)h(g). (l.i)

We also assume the existence of the unit element 1̂  € A so (hat ]^f = f = / l ^
for any / € A. In this case the dual statements are the following:

1. Coproduct: According to the product g = g\g% on G, any / € A can be
decomposed into functions of 51 and functions of gi as f(g) = f(g\gi) =
Ei /ii(Si)/af(pj)- This induces the coproduct map A:A-*A®A such that
A(/) = Ef/ii®/3i- In Sweedler's notation (14] it is abbreviated as

= /(.,»/,„. (1.2)

Intuitively the coproduct is used to "undo" the product operation in G. As a
result of (1.1), the coproduct is an algebra homomorphism, i.e.,

(1.3)

where the multiplication on A® A is as usual (/i®/j)(/3®/<) = (/l

2. Coaasociativity. It is equivalent to say that the product in G is associative
or that /((jiffj)^) = /{gtfagt)) is true for all functions / . For the latter
we apply the coproduct twice to undo the two multiplications involved and
derive the coassociativity for the coproduct:

(«<f®A)oA, (1.4)

where id is the identity map id(f) = / on A. In Sweedler's notation, it says

3) ® <J(J) = 0(1) ® («(2))(1) ® («(3))(J). ( 1 -5)

which will be denoted as aj,) ® a(3) ® a(3). In general, we denote the result of
n consecutive actions of A on a as aj,) ® ajj) ® • • • ® a(n+|).

3. Countt: The counit is a linear map t : A -* C * defined by <(/) = /( lc)-
It undoes the evaluation of a function at the unit of G. It follows from (1.1)
that the counit is also an algebra homomorphism:

= <(/iW/i). (1.6)
4 We will always assume thai the field of the algebra it k = C.

From the dual statement of the existence of the unit in G, namely f(lag) =

J(g) = /(.9'o). w c s e e that

(c®trf)oA = ,</=(irf®<)oA. (1.7)

•1. CnimH.rnc. The coinvoisr & : A —• A. also called the antipoiti, is an anli-
automorphism on ^defined by S{f)[g) = f[g~')- Because f(g~xg) = f(la) =
f(gg~l) we have

mo(5®«(f)oA = lAe~mo(id®S)oA, (1.8)

where m is the multiplication map: m(/t ®/j) = /1/3.

Now the only thing we have to do to give the definition of a Hopf algebra
[14] is to write down all the dual statements above which allow a noncommutative
multiplication m.

Definition 1 A Hopf algebra (A,m, 1.4,A,e,S) is an associative algebra with the
unit element 1> and the following properties:

(1.9)

A, (1.10)

(1.12)

mo(5®»<f)oA = U« = mo(t<f®5)oA. (1.13)

In the definition we left out the requirement that the coinverse is an anti-
automorphism because it is a result of the rest (14].

Lemma 1 For a Hopf algebra,

S(ff') = S(f)S(f). (1.14)

Proof In Sweedler's notation,

=> e(a6)(,j ® (a&)(2) =

=>

=>

=!• S(ab) = Si

=> S(ab) = S{b)S{a).



. I

Clearly the algebra of functions on classical groups is a Hopf algebra.
Giving the definition of the Hopf algebra is only the beginning of the story

of quantum groups. For an algebra to be the algebra of functions on a quantum
group as a deformation of a classical group, it is not sufficient to check that it is a
Hopf algebra. One has to check additional properties. For example, the number of
independent generators of the algebra should be the same as the classical case. If a
classical group is endowed with a ^-involution, one would hope for the same thing in
the quantum case. The involution on a Hopf algebra will make it a *-Hopf algebra
if the ^-involution s (• o • = id) is compatible with the Hopf algebra structure:

(•® *)o A = A o * ,

*o« = eo*,

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

where S~l is the inverse map of S and we have used the same symbol • for the
complex conjugation on the left hand side of the second line.

1.2.1 GL,(2)

The simplest example of a matrix quantum group (15] as a Hopf algebra is GLq(2)
(16). It is a one-parameter deformation of the classical group GL(2). The algebra
of functions on (71.(2) is generated by the elements a,/?,7,6 in the fundamental
representation

1(9)
(1.18)

for g € GL{2). Since they are sufficient to distinguish all group members, any
function on the group can be written as a function of the generators. In the quantum
case the Hopf algebra A is usually defined to be the set of all polynomials of the
generators a,/?,7,6, which are now noncommutalive objects, e.g., operators on a
Hilberl space.

1. Algebra:

5We will always assume that the •-involution reverses tlic order of a product: (a6)" = 6*n*.
Hence in fact it should be called an anti-involution.

The multiplication in A is noncommutative and the commutation relations
are given compactly as

in terms of the quantum matrix

and the A-tnatrix

-CO
q 0 o 0
0 A 1 0
0 1 0 0

\0 0 0 qj

where

(1.20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

A very convenient notation is to label each string of contracted indices by
a number. For example, in the RTT relation (1.19) there are two strings of
indices on both sides. They are {t,fc,m} and {j,l,n}, which will be labelled
by 1 and 2, respectively. So in this new notation, (1.19) can be written simply

as
(1.23)

When the deformation parameter q -* 1, the R-matrix becomes the permu-
tation matrix and the RTT relation (1.19) simply says that all generators
commute with each other. The form of the RTT relation is therefore a simple
generalization of the classical commutation relation.

Explicitly the commutation relations arc

a0 = qfia, 07 = 770, (1-24)

06 = q6fi, 76 = qSf, (1.25)

07 = 70. oS~6a = X0y. (1.26)

The self-consistency of the commutation relations and the independence among
the generators can be checked and thus ensure a correct classical limit for
7 —» 1. In particular, when one commutes a generator through both sides of



the RTT relation (1.19), one hopes that no new relation is implied. This is
guaranteed by the quantum Yang-Baxter relation

i>H bi'k ni'j" _ bjk pi)' b)"k'

which in our new notation is

(1.27)

(1.28)

2. Coprodud:

The coproduct of a generator is defined by the matrix multiplication

\
A(a)

(1.29)

which is abbreviated as
A(r) = r ® 7 \ (1.30)

where ® means matrix multiplication by tensor products of the elements. This
formula is the same as the classical one. The coproduct of a generator eval-
uated at gi,gt € G is therefore A(Tj)(gl,g2) = Tl(g\)Tf(g2) as one expects.
The coproduct of polynomials of the generators is obtained by the linearity
of the coproduct

(1.31)

for a, 6 6 C and / , / ' 6 A and the property that it is an algebra homomor-
phism (1.9). Another equivalent way to say that the coproduct is an algebra
homomorphism is to say that the algebra is covariant under the left transfor-
mation

T-*T" = TV (1.32)

or the right transformation

T- t7" ' = T'T, (1.33)

where 7" is another quantum matrix satisfying (1.19) whose entries commute
with the entries of T. The left- or right-covariance of the algebra means thai,
the commutation relations among the entries of T" is the same as those for
the corresponding entries of T for the left or right transformation (1.32) or
(1.33), respectively. In our example it means that T" also satisfies the RTT

8

relation (1.19) with T replaced by T" so that T" is also a quantum 6'L,(2)
matrix, This can be easily checked;

for the right transformation and similarly for the left transformation. The
algebra (1.25) is said to be bicovariant since it is both left and right covariant.
Because in the above we did not use the specific expression for A, the con-
clusion is applicable for any algebra with commutation relations of the RTT
type.

3. Counil:

The definition of the counit on generators also coincides with the classical
case:

(1.34)W l 0
\0 1

In short, t(T) = /,'where / is the identity matrix. For the counit to be an
algebra homomorphism, we need / to be a quantum matrix. This is true
since /j = 6) and the RTT relation (1.19) is trivially satisfied. (Once again
this fact does not depend on the choice of R.) It follows that one can con-
sistently extend the definition of counit to the whole algebra A as an algebra
homomorphism. It can be checked that (1.12) is also satisfied.

4. Coinverse:

The coinverse of the generators is defined so that they form a matrix 7""1

which satisfies T~lT = 7T"' = /. It is

S(T) =
S(a)

S(6) V -
s -'"'
97 c

(us)

where det,(T) = a6 — qfli is called the quantum determinant of T. The
quantum determinant is central in A (it commutes with everything in A) and

(1.36)



Il can be shown that T~' is a GL,-i(2) quantum matrix.

This definition of 5 can be consistently extended to A such that 5 is an

antihomomorphism (1-14). In addition, (1.13) is satisfied.

This concludes our description of (he <|iiaiiliuu group f.7.,(2) ax a llopf al&clira.

Because the quantum determinant is central, it is consistent with the algebra to

impose an additional condition

det,{T) = 1. (1.37)

\p 6- ) \-q

This is also compatible with the coproduct since (1.36) implies A ( l ) = 1 0 1 , which

is always the case as required by (1.9). What we obtain after imposing (1.37) is the

deformation of SL{2), naturally named 5L,(2).

A further step can be taken to get S£/,(2). We define the *-involution on 5L,(2)

for real q by

6 H " I = 7 - ' . (1.38)
-97

It is compatible with the algebra in the sense that the the commutation relations

is covariant under the *-involution. This is a result of the RTT relation (1.19) and

the fact that our /{-matrix is symmetric: fl'^ = fc;j.

The ^-involution reverses a product: ( / / ' ) ' = /'"/* and takes complex conjuga-

tion on complex numbers. Therefore it corresponds to the Hermilian conjugation

when one realizes the algebra as the algebra of operators on a Hilbert space.

Everything we mentioned in this section can be generalized to G£,(/V), SL,(N)

and SU<)(N) (16). These and.the q-deformation for other classical groups can all be

obtained in a systematic way by starting with Poisson-Lie groups, which is briefly

described in Appendix 1. For a more detailed discussion see (17).

1.3 Dually Paired Hopf Algebras

Classically the universal enveloping algebra U is dual to the algebra of functions A

on a group G with respect to the pairing {•,•) :U ®A-* C defined by

(A', Tj) = jrj(A'), A' € U, (1.39)

where * is the representation in which T is represented. (The pairing of the gen-

erators can be extended to other elements in U and A by using (1.46-1.50) below.)

10

For example, in the fundamental representation of SL{2) and s/j , the generators

{H, A'+,i_} of U satisfying \H,X±] = ±2A'± and (A'+,A'_) = H are represented by

and 7' is represented as a unimodular 2 x 2 matrix.

Given a basis {«,-} for U one can find its dual basis {e1} for A such that (e,-,d;) =

SJ. As an example, the basis {7/'A'™A'2} for the universal enveloping algebra of slt

is dual to the basis { ( / !m!n!) - | ( - !n6) ' (05) m (76- | ) n } for the algebra of functions

on SL(2), where

{(
I I i
\ 7 6 j

is an .9L(2)-matrix. Define the canonical element

It can be easily checked that

(1.41)

(1.42)

Actually C is the universal expression of T in the sense that it is representation-

independent and for any representation n of U one obtains the representation of

the group in terms of the generators of A by (1.42).

Note that U is also a Hopf algebra:

5(1) = 1, S(X) = -X

(1.43)

(1.44)

(1.45)

= «(/).

In the quantum case we define a pair of Hopf algebras (U,A) to be dual to each

other if there exists a non-degenerate pairing such that

(1.46)

(1.47)

(1.48)

(1.49)

(1.50)

where we have two sets of maps (A,« ,5 ) acting on X, X' S U and / , / ' € A,

respectively. If they are *-Hopf algebras, we require in addition

(1.51)

11
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• • / • ' / .

• • * ; • ; \

The pairing between U and A is defined on generators by (1.39). By requiring
that U and A are dual one can extend the pairing to the whole algebras U and A.
(Actually the duality of Hopf algebras is so rigid that it can be used to construct
the dual of a given Hopf algebra.)

The canonical element [18] can still be defined by (1.41) and (1.42) still holds.

1.3.1 Smash Product

An element in a group acts on the group by left or right multiplication. As a Lie
algebra element corresponds to a group element by exponentiation, a Lie algebra
element acts on the group as a right or left invariant vector field. The algebra
of the vector fields and functions on a group is described in the quantum case by
the smash product of U and A (19, 20, 21, 22]. The smash product is defined
by the original commutation relations in U and A together with the additional
commutation relations for mixed products:

\IU is left-invariant (generating right transformations).
For the group of one-dimensional translations, the coordinate x with A( i ) =

1 ® x + x ® 1, t(x) = 0, and the Lie algebra generator p with A(p) = 1 ® p + p ® 1,
e(p) = 0, have the pairing (p,x) = 1. It is px = xp+ 1 in the smash product. This
enables the identification of p with jjr.

Two kinds of vacua [19, 23) are useful here. Define the vacuum )u by

and another vacuum A( by

X)U=)U((X), XSU

, f<=A.

(1.53)

(1.54)

It is easy to check that the pairing equals (A',/) = A(XJ)U- The action of A' 6 U
on / € A, denoted by A' > / , is defined by

Xf)u.

In our example above, the action of p on x is (jjjs) = 1.

(1.55)

1.4 Quasi-Triangular Hopf Algebras

Sometimes the term "quantum groups" is reserved for "quasi-triangular Hopf alge-
bras". A Hopf algebra is quasi-triangular [24] if

170 A(A') = TiA(X)1l~\ (1.56)

where <r[X ® Y) = V 0 A', for a certain invertible 1l€U®U (called the universal
TZ-tnatrix) satisfying

(1.57)

(1.58)

(1.59)

For a given representation it of U this ft-matrix is given by

where Tj is the quantum matrix in the same representation.
It follows from (1.56) that the quantum matrix defined in (1.39) satisfies the

RTT relation
Ri2T,Tt = T3TlRxi, (1.61)

which if written in terms of the ̂ -matrix fljj = R£, will be (1.19).
The universal 7t-matrix satisfies the (quantum) Yang-Baxter equation

TcijTliaTcjs = Knilniln. (1.62)

The indices 1, 2 and 3 now become the labels for the three copies of U in the tensor
product so that if Tl - r( ® r' then Uu = U ® r1' ® 1, 7li3 = r,- ® 1 0 r' and
Un = 1 ® r,- ® r1. It follows that the /{-matrix in any representation satisfies the
same equation.

There is a universal description of the RTT relation (1.61) where T is replaced
by C and R is replaced by the universal 7t-matrix:

(1.63)

where Ct = e,- ® 1 ® e1, Cj = 1 © e,- ® e1'.
Another form of the RTT relation is

), fJ'&A. (1.64)

A more detailed discussion about quasi-triangular Hopf algebras can bo found
in [25].
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1.4.1 An Example: SLq{2)

As an example, the quantum universal enveloping algebra U for S/.,(2) [24, 26] is
generated by H, A'+ and A'_ satisfying

(1.65)

(1.66)

The fundamental representation for slj (1.40) happens to be also a representation of
this algebra although the classical and deformed algebras are apparently different.

U is a Hopf algebra with the coproduct given by

(1.67)

(1.68)

ii", (1.69)

the counil by

and the coinverse by

<(!)=!,

5(1) = 1,
S[H) = -H, S(A'±) = -

(1.70)

(1.71)

(1.72)

(1.73)

In the classical limit q —• 1 it is not hard to see that this Hopf algebra structure
gives the dual statements of those on the group. While a group clement can be
written as g = ex for a Lie algebra element A' = aH + bX+ + cX., it is up to one's
choice whether the group properties (the Hopf algebra structure) is to be staled
in terms of a,b,c (functions on the group) or H,X+,X.. These two possibilities
correspond to the two dually paired Hopf algebras.

By imposing the *-involution

(1.7-1)

and q' = q we obtain the universal enveloping algebra for 5'{/,(2).
The basis dual to {H'X+X2) is now

14
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where [m],-i! = (m],-i[m — l],-i --- [l]v-> and [m],-i = 9
9-aJi'-

We can use (1.41-1.42) to obtain the quantum matrix of SL,{2) in any repre-
sentation of U. The (2j + l)-dimensional representation of U for SL,(2) is well
known: '

(1.75)

(1.76)= (\j T m]\j ± m + l])J|i,m ± 1),

where [n] = ^ .
For 5L,(2) the universal ^-matrix is

where [n], = t
}J*1

1.
In the fundamental representation (1.40) it is {H,Tl ® T{) = q~l'2R{) for the

A-matrix in (1.21).

1.5 Differential Calculus

The differential geometry on a classical manifold can be generalized to the noncpm-

mutative case. This is the subject of noncommutative geometry initiated by Connes

|2).

1.5.1 Universal Differential Calculus

For any unital, associative algebra A one can define the exterior derivative d : A-*

A® A by [27]
df =\®f- f®l. (1.78)

The meaning of this expression is the following. When one evaluates df at (x,y), it
is df(x, y) = f(y) — f(x), which is the difference between the values of / at the two
points x and y. (Note that the tensor product distributes arguments.) If y is very
close to x, it coincides with our intuitive notion of the differential df.

The enlarged algebra ilx
A obtained by adjoining the differentials to A is defined

by the left and right multiplications:

(1.79)

(1.80)
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The Leibniz rule
(1.81)

follows for / , / ' 6 A.
Any element in flj^ can be written in the form J^kfkdfl- for some /*,/jJ € A

by using the Leibniz rule. This is the first order universal differential calculus on
A. It can be identified with A2 — {ktr{m)), or more explicitly, {£,-/,• ® // 6

(1.82)

(1.83)

Let

then the nilpotency of d

also follows for / 6 A.
One can further extend the definitions of the exterior derivative, the left and

right multiplications to differential calculus of all orders such that the Leibniz rule
and d7 — 0 hold for differential forms of all degrees. A differential form of degree n
will be an element in .4®<n+l>.

At a more abstract level the universal differential calculus can be defined simply
as a vector space il(A) = {fodfidff<dfn\fi, € A,n > 0} [27] equipped with a
multiplication defined by juxtaposition modulo the Leibniz rule and the nilpotency
of<f.

The tensor product representation (1.78-1.80) above is therefore merely a real-
ization of the universal differential calculus.

1.5.2 General Differential Calculus

In this section we will focus on the first order general differential calculus. In general
the first order calculus together with the Leibniz rule and <P = 0 will fix the higher
order calculus.

A general differential calculus is defined as the quotient £l(A)/J of the universal
differential calculus ft(«4) over an ideal J C fl(-4).

As an example, the classical differential calculus can be identified with A7/J,
where J is the ideal generated by the set N = {fdf - (df')f\f,f G A], i.e.,
J = ANA.

Another example is the differential calculus on quantum groups (28, 19, 29, 30,
22, 20). Given a subset M C ker(i) C A we have a left-covarianl differential

1G

calculus A*/J where (28)

./ = {uS(u( i ) )<fu ( 2 )u ' |u , t ( ; e .4 , t>€ M ) . (1.84)

The lefl-covariance [28] of a differential calculus is similar to the left-covariance
of the algebra A. Here the left transformation is defined on one-forms by

At(/<//') = /(,)/,'„ ®h)dJ'm

and the Icft-covariancc means

AL{J)<ZA®J.

d.85)

(1.86)

Similarly righl-covariance and bicovariance can be defined [28]. An interesting class
of bicovariant calculi is considered in [31]. The choice of M is restricted by other
requirements like the correct classical limit and so on.

As an example, the left-covariant 3D calculus [32] on 5 f , (2 ) is specified by
M = {5 + q7o-(l+q7),0i,0f,i7,(a-l)0t(a-l)-(} and J includes elements like
(da)6 — q76(da), etc. It is sometimes more convenient to use the Maurer-Carlan
forms

T~ldT=\ \ .". I, (1-87)

where

-( "1 ."I
\ -qu7 ~qW J

0 XJ/3 • *-l /JJfW — Oufj *•" Q DuOt (1.88)

(1.89)'

(1.90)

The commutation relations between functions and forms are

0 .—""I.—. 0 . 0 i9 ^ i ) 0
l v Ct *^ Q Ortv • Lu D ~~ %/DLu

t l

> = ^ u > ° , ( 1 . 9 1 )

1 = q70u>1, (1.92)

l = q0u>7 (1.93)

and the same formulas with o —• 7 and 0 —* 6. Since the Maurer-Cartan forms
are left-invariant and the commutation relations between functions and forms are
the same for a -* 7 and 0 -* 6, it is easy to see directly that the calculus is
left-covarianl.

A bicovariant calculus can also be defined for 5(/,(2) and is called the AD cal-
culus [28]. However it has four instead of three independent one-forms. This is
originated from the fact that although the quantum determinant is central, its dif-
ferential rf(rfc<,(T)) is not central in that calculus.
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1.6 Quantum Spaces

Another approach (33] to quantum groups is to derive them as symmetries of quan-
tum spaces. The simplest example is the quantum plane [34]. The coordinates on
the quantum plane are x,y with the commutation relation

zy = qyx.

Define the transformation

(1.94)

(1.95)

where a,/?, 7,6 commute with x,y and their commutation relations are to be de-
termined later. Another way to say it is that we define the left coaction by

Ai{x) = a ® x + p ® y,

= 7 ® x

(1.96)

(1.97)

Requiring that the algebra of x,y is covariant under the transformation, or
equivalently that Az,(x)At(y) = 9At(y)At(x), one can derive some commutation
relations among a,/?, 7,6. If we d.emand in addition the transformation

(1.98)

to be a symmetry of the quantum plane, we arrive at the full set of commutation

relations defining a GL,(2)-matrix I I.
\ T S I

If we had started with the central extension of the algebra (1.94):

xy-qyx + h, k 6 C, (1.99)

we would have obtained SL,(2).
In general, for a left coaction At : -V -» A 0 A', where A' is the algebra of

quantum space and A is the algebra of the quantum group, the coproduct A : A -*
A ® A for the quantum group is inferred from the left coaclion through

(A ® id) o At = (id ® At) o A t . (1.100)

If the algebra A is determined by the requirement that the coaction A t is an
algebra homomorphism, the coproduct for the quantum group defined in this way
is guaranteed to be also an algebra homomorphism.

Similarly, since the counit is defined by the assignment of each generator in
A to give the identity transformation and the identity map is always an algebra
homomorphism, the counit can always be extended to be an algebra homomorphism.
However, there is no general arguments for the existence of the coinverse.

If there is a differential calculus on the quantum space, usually one would require
the covariance of the differential calculus under the quantum group transformations
as well. The left-coaction of a differential form, for instance, is defined by (1.85).-"

We always assume the undeformed Leibniz rule for the exterior derivative:

11.101)

where the sign depends on the parity of u>|. The differential calculus is usually
almost fixed by the Leibniz rule, the algebra of functions and the covarianci: under
a transformation. After one obtains the commutation between functions and one-
forms, one can use the Leibniz rule and the nilpotency of the exterior derivative

<P = 0 (1.102)

to derive commutation relations between forms.
Furthermore, with the Leibniz rule and the identification d = £ ,u \x; , where

{u>,-} is a basis of one-forms and {xi} is the dual basis of derivatives, one can derive
the commutation relations between functions and derivatives from those between
functions and one-forms and vise versa.

In terms of the /{-matrix, (1.94) can be written as

I, (1-103)

where x\ =x and xj = y. In the classical limit R is the permutation matrix and it
simply slates the commutativity of the algebra. With the RTT relation (1.19) it is
easy to see that (1.103) is left-covariant.

The covariant differential calculus is defined by

,. (1.104)

(1.105)

X(dij = ^

It follows from the Leibniz rule and d7 = 0 that

dxidxj = -qRVdxkdxi.

I2qs.(l. 103-1.105) can be directly generalized for the quantum hyperplancs co-
variant under GI.,(N) [34], SU,(N) {35) or SO,(N) {36]. Integrations invariant
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under coactions can also be defined on quantum groups (ISj and quantum spaces

(23, 37]. In Chap.2 and Chap.3 we will give interesting examples of quantum spaces

with covariant differential calculi and invariant integrals with respect to nonlinear

quantum group transformations.
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Chapter 2

Geometry of the Quantum

Sphere S%

2.1 Introduction

Quantum spheres can be defined in any number of dimensions by normalizing a vec-

tor of quantum Euclidean space(16). The differential calculus on quantum Euclidean

space(38] induces a calculus on the quantum sphere. The case of two-spheres in three

space is special in that there are many more possibilities than the one obtained from

the general construction. These have been studied by P. Podles[39, 40, 41, 42] who

has also shown how to define a noncommutative differential calculus on them. In

this chapter we study in detail a particular case of Podles spheres which is one of

those special to three space dimensions. In this case the algebra of functions on

the sphere is a subalgebra of the algebra of functions on SU,(2) and the differential

calculus on the sphere can be inferred from a differential calculus on 5 f , ( 2 ) . We

can also define a stereographic projection (43] and describe the coaction of SU,('2)

on the sphere by fractional transformations on the complex variable in the plane

analogous to the classical ones. The quantum sphere appears then as the quantum

deformation of the classical two-sphere described as a complex manifold.

All formulas and derivations of the results in this chapter can be easily modified,

with a few changes of signs, to describe the quantum unit disk and the coaction

of SU,(l, 1) on it, as well as the corresponding invariant anharmonic ratios. This

provides a quantum deformation of the Bolyai-Lobachevski! non-Euclidean geome-

try and of the differential calculus on the Bolyai-Lobachevskii plane. We shall not

write here the modified equations appropriate for this case, which can be guessed
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very easily, but we would like to mention that the commutation relations between
the variables z and z for the unil disk arc appropriate for a representation of c and
z as bounded operators in a Hilberl space. This is to be contrasted with the cast;
of the quantum sphere where z and z must be unbounded operators. In a perfectly
analogous way all formulas and derivations for CP,{N) in the next chapter can be
easily modified, with a few changes of sign, to describe a quantum deformation of
various higher dimensional non-Euclidean geometries. Again we shall not do this
explicitly and leave it as an exercise for the reader. A different deformed algebra of
functions on the Bolyai-Lobachevskii plane has been considered in (44].

2.2 The Complex Quantum Manifold Sj

In (39] Podles' discovered a family of quantum spheres. They are compact' quantum
spaces with the quantum symmetry of 5t/,(2). That is, the algebra A' of functions
on the quantum spheres is covariant under an 5f,(2) transformation.

By studying the representations (1.75) and (1.76) of the universal enveloping
algebra of 5f,(2) with the coproduct (1.68) and (1.69) as in the classical case,
one finds the quantum Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (45] one uses to compose or
decompose representations.

A classical sphere can be specified in terms of Cartesian coordinates as x1 + y7 +
z1 = r1. The vector (e+,eo,-e_) = (^j(x + iy)izi-fyx - *J/)) transforms as a
spin-1 representation under SU(2). In the deformed case we can use the quantum
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to find commutation relations covariant under the linear
transformation of the vector (e+,eo,—£-) = (E\,Eo,E~\) as a j = 1 representation
of 5(/,(2) (46). It is

for a (• R and

m' m-m' m

l
—in 0

m-m1 = <*Em (2.1)

(2.2)

for k 6 R,k> 0.

We have in addition to q two free parameters a and k, where k can always be

scaled to a fixed number. Only a labels inequivalent quantum spheres. With the

'That is, the algebra of functions is unilal.
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•-involution q' = q, e+ = e_ and e|J = eo (UJ1 = — E-\ and

C-'-algebra. It is

e+e_ — e_e+ + Ae§ = peo,

e_ = fie-

= Eg) it gives a

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

where A = q - q-\ p = (2]-'/2(4]'/Ia and 5 = [3]1"* > 0 ([n] = ^Efr)-
A- particularly interesting case is when this algebra is equivalent to the quotient

SU,{2)/U(l) [47, 48]. The classical 1/(1) J is represented as a subgroup of SU,{2)

by

and

{::-)•
where V = U~K It can be checked that this is an SC/,(2)-matrix. SU,{2) trans-
forms under right multiplication by this matrix as

)(--•)•

which is again an S't/,(2)-matrix by taking U to commute with Q,P,J,6.
The algebra of functions X on the quantum sphere 5 | = SU9(2)/U(l) is the

subalgebra of the algebra of functions on 5C/,(2) which is invariant under this
(/(I) transformation. It is therefore generated by, say, 07"' and Sfi~l. (The
5(',(2) is three-dimensional and U(l) is one-dimensional, hence the quotient is
two-dimensional.) This is also formally equivalent to the algebra of e+,e_,e0 for
// = A and s = 1 with the identification e0 = 1 + (2]/?7, e+ = q-l[2\l'7aP and
e. = -(2]"*76. This is the case we will consider in the following. (Strictly speak-
ing, the algebra of functions on 5(7,(2) contains only polynomials of the generators
a.0,7,o\ so 5(/,(2)/£/(l) is the set of polynomials of a0,0f,^S, which is equal to
tho set of polynomials of to,e+,c~.)

Let
, -1

and

•ay

z = -60-

(2.9)

(2.10)

'Since (/(I) it one-dimensional there in no commutation relations to deform.
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Figure 2.1: stereographic projection

They are the stereographic coordinates. Classically one gets the stereographic co-

ordinates of a point on the sphere by means of a projection from the north pole t i

the complex plane (Pig.2.1).

Another equivalent description of SJ is (7P,(1), which is obtained from the

complex quantum plane with coordinates {x,x,y,y} (see Chap.3) by considering

the subalgebra generated by the inhomogeneous coordinates

z = xy-\ z r= y~lx. (2.11)

Since everything about SI7,(2) is well known, we can derive all properties of the

sphere from the identification (2.9) and (2.10).

The commutation relation is

zz = g-*rz + ? - 3 - l , (2.12)

or equivalently

( l + * z ) = g - J ( l + z z ) ; (2.13)

and the *-involution is z* = z. Eq.(2.12) differs from the usual quantum plane by

an additional inhomogeneous constant term.

The S£/,(2)-transformation on SU,(2) induces rotations on the sphere. In terms

of the coordinates z, z it is the linear-fractional transformation, abbreviated as the

fractional transformation:

z->(az + 6)(cz + d)~\ -(c- dz)(a - (2.14)

where I I g Sl/,(2) and a,6,c,d commute with z and z. Eq.(2.12) is covariant

under the fractional transformation.

2.3 Patching a Sphere

Classically the slereographic projection maps all points on the sphere except the

north pole to ihe complex plane. The consequence is that the algebra of (smooth)

functions on the sphere is a smaller algebra contained in the algebra of (smooth)

functions on the plane. Clearly those functions on the plane which do not have a

unique finite limit at infinity in all directions are not corresponding to continuous

single-valued functions on the sphere. For example, all polynomials of z, z arc not

functions on the sphere.

There are two different ways to cover the whole sphere. One way is to take

two complex planes corresponding to the stereographic projections from the north

pole and the south pole, respectively. Points in the two patches are identified as

the same point on the sphere if their coordinates satisfy, say, zw = 1 and zto = 1,

where to, to are.the coordinates on the other patch. While classically a manifold

can be understood as a collection of points via patching, the quantum space can

only be understood from its algebra of functions. (Sometimes the patching can be

described as the intersection of the two algebras on each patch [49], but it obviously

does not apply to this case.) The other way is to adjoin the point at infinity to the

complex plane and restrict the algebra of functions on the plane to those with a

unique finite limit at infinity.

In the deformed case the algebra generated by (z, z), or any subalgebra of it,

does not have the correct classical limit of the algebra of functions on a sphere.

However it is known that the C-algebra X generated by (e+,eo,e_) does have

the correct classical limit and can be taken as the algebra of functions on the

quantum sphere (39). In terms of (z, z) it is eo = 1 - gl2)p~\ e+ = — T1 and

e_ — -

p~xz

- ' z , where p = 1 + zz. Hence the algebra generated by p"1, zp~l and

p~xz can also be taken as the algebra X of functions on 5' . (We always assume

that the algebra is unital, so the unit 1 is always a generator that we do not have

to mention explicitly.) It is easy to see that in terms of to = z"1 and to = r"1 it is

the same algebra generated by />"', u>p̂ 1 and />i'u>, where pw = 1 + u>u>. It is this

algebra that we will consider in the following, e.g., for the integration on S*.

Note that the element />"' commutes with z,z in a very simple way: p~xz =

q~*zp~x and p~xz = q7zp~l. So the appearance of the inverse does not complicate

the algebra and one of the benefits of using (z,z) instead of (e+ ,eo. e-) is that

we need to remember only one simple commutation relation (2.12) instead of four

(2.3-2.6).
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2.4 Covariant Differential Calculus

The differential calculus 3 for 5 | can also be obtained from that for Sf,(2). The
3D calculus on Sf,(2) induces a two-dimensional left-covariant calculus on S',
while the AD calculus induces a three-dimensional one. We will consider the former
in terms of the slereographic coordinates since it has the right dimension. It is
equivalent to the unique Icft-covariant two-dimensional calculus on S' obtained by
Podles in [42).

The commutation relations obtained from the ZD calculus arc

zdz = q~7dzz, zdz = q*dzz, (2.15)

zdz = q~Hzz, zdz = q7dzz, (2.16)

{dzf = {dz)7 = 0, dzdz = -q-7dzdz. (2.17)

Derivatives can be defined based on the knowledge about differential forms.
When acting on functions, the exterior derivative d is identified with d = dzd+did.
The Leibniz rule and <? = 0 then imply

dz=l+q-izd, dz = q7zd, ' (2.18)

8z = q-2z8, 8z = l + q'zB, (2.19)

dd = q~78d. (2.20)

When acting on functions, the derivatives 8,8 can be realized by q\~lp~lz and
—q\~xp~xz, respectively. (It can be checked that 8 (8) has the same commutation
relations with z,z as q\~xp"xz (~q\~x p~x z) does.) It turns out that the exterior
derivative can be realized by

E = qp-l{dzz-dzz), (2.21)

A-'(H,W]±, (2.22)

where [v]± 's t'le commutator (—) or anticommutator (+), for even or odd differ-
ential forms w, respectively. (Functions are considered as even forms.)

Eqs.(2.15-2.20) are covariant under the fractional transformation (2.14), which
implies

dz -• dz(q~xcz + <*)-'(« + <*)""', (2.23)

d -* {cz + d)(q~*cz + d)d, (2.24)
3Voi\d studied and classified all left-covnrinnl and bicovariant differential calculi on <|iiniiluin

spheres in (-10. 50, 42).
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where the second line is obtained by requiring the exterior derivative to be invariant.
The ^-involution is defined by

{dz)' = dz, (2.25)

q-2)zp~x, (2.26)

q7)p~xz, (2.27)

where
p = 1 + zz. (2.28)

The inhomogeneous pieces on the right hand side of Eqs.(2.26) and (2.27) origi-
nate from the nontrivial measure for the integration on the sphere, in contrast with
another possible involution which corresponds to a flat complex plane:

(dz)m = dz,

d' = -q%

8- = -q-*d.

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

z -»az + fh,

The latter involution is not covariant under the fractional transformations, but
covariant under another transformation:

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

where a,a,m,m commute with z,z and

aa = 5a, qmfh — q~*mm = X(aa — 1),

ma — q'^am, ma = <7~Jam,

ma = q7am, ma = q7am.

The *-involution on a,m coincides with the bars. A Hopf algebra structure on
the algebra of a,a,m,m can be easily derived. Its classical limit is the algebra
of functions on the group of rotations, scaling and translations on the complex
plane. The induced transformations on dz,dz and 8,8 can be derived and the same
calculus is also covariant under this transformation.

Back to the quantum sphere. Since we have Eqs.(2.15-2.28) we can forget about
how we got them and take them as our definition of the differential calculus on S*.
The covariance of the calculus can be checked directly.
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There is a symmetry of the calculus

z *-* z, dz *-* dzt

d «-* d, q *-* q~l,

which is induced from a symmetry on £':

a 0 \ ( 6 - i „ - !

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

Now we discuss the complex structure on the differential calculus. The existence
of the complex structure relies on the property of our differential calculus that
the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts of the functions and forms are not
mixed by the commutation relations. This implies that we can define 6 and I by
d = 6 + 6 as the decomposition of the exterior derivatives to the holomorphic and
antiholomorphic parts. Explicitly,

6dz = dzS = 0, Idz = dzl = 0,

{6,dz}=0, {6,dz}=0,

52 = P = 0,

{5,1} = 0,

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

where {•,•}, (•,•] are the anticommutator and commutator respectively.
Like the total exterior derivative d, the differentials 5 and & can be realized by

( = qdzp-*z and - { • = -qdzp~*z, respectively, as in (2.22). While f2 = 0 = {*',
it is

H2 = q\dzp-*dz, (2.46)

which is central in the calculus so that rf2 = 0 = 6* — P and 66 + 66 — 0 are
correctly realized.

It is interesting that there exist in the calculus elements realizing the differentials
d, 6 and E, in contrast to Woronowicz1 work (32, 28], where an additional one-form
X satisfying X2 = 0 has to be adjoined to the calculus to realize the differential
d. This is also a slight generalization to Connes' formulation where the differential
d is realized by an operator F with F2 = 1. Another interesting fact is that E* is
also invariant and so can be thought of as the Kahler form or the measure on S*.

The coincidence of the close relation between the differential and the Kahler form
shows that our quantization is closely attached to the geometry. This interesting
story about H is generalized to CP,(N) in the next chapter.

The action of the universal enveloping algebra on 5(7,(2) induces its action on
£'. It is more convenient for 5'. to use the generators

Z*-.

and

with

Their commutation relations are the following:

ZJH - q*HZ. = (1 + 9
2)2_,

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

They are viewed as right-invariant vector fields on the sphere and they generate
infinitesimal fractional transformations (rotations) on the sphere. The actions are
given by

2+« = q*zZ+ + 9"JrJ, (2.54)

2+i = 9 - 2 * 2 + + 9-3", . (2.55)

+ 9
2)*, (2.56)

'(l + 9
2) i , (2.57)

- 9 " 2 , (2.58)
7 » — /i-2; 7 _n-3 / J ?' to w\
£t—z — q zz** q z . \&,oaj

With the generators viewed as Lie derivatives, their actions can be extended to
forms and derivatives by assuming that they commute with the exterior derivative
d.
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2.5 The Poisson Sphere

The commutation relations of the previous sections give us, in the limit 17 —• 1. a

Poisson structure on the sphere. The Poisson Brackets (P.B.s) are obtained as usual

as a limit

^ | ^ » » m (2.80)

where we use + for f,g both odd and - otherwise. For instance, the commutation

relation (2.12) gives

zz = [\-k)zz-h + [h7} (2.61)

and therefore [51]

Similarly one finds

and

(2,2) = p.

(dz, z) = zdz, (dz, z) = zdz,

(dz,z) = —zdz, (dz,z) = —zdz

(dz,dz) = dzdz.

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.65)

In this classical limit functions and forms commute or anticommutc according to

their even or odd parity, as usual. The P.B. of any quantity with itself vanishes.

The P.B. of two even quantities or of an even and an odd quantity is antisymmetric,

that of two odd quantities is symmetric. It is

f,g) = (df,g)±(f,dg), (2.66)

where the plus (minus) sign applies for even (odd) / . Notice that we have enlarged

the concept of Poisson bracket to include differential forms. This is very natural

when considering the classical limit of our commutation relations.

In the classical limit, Eq.(2.22) becomes

where

and

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.09)

arc ordinary classical differential forms. Now

dz. = 2dzdzp~7

and

(2.70)

HJ = 0. (2.71)

As before, the variables 2 and i cover the sphere except for the north pole, while

to = 1/r and ii> = 1/r miss the south pole. It is

(to, to) = tDui(l + ww). (2.72)

The Poisson structure is not symmetric between the north and south pole *. All

P.B.s of regular functions and forms vanish at the north pole w = to = 0. Therefore,

for Eq.(2.67) to be valid, the one-form H must be singular at the north pole. Indeed

one finds
_ dww _ dto dww _ du>

and
1 + tito w 1 + ww w

_ wdw— wdw

u>io(l + tout)'

On the other hand the area two-form

dwdw
d=. = 2,. . . „ = fi

(2.74)

(2.75)
"(1+toto)5

is regular everywhere on the sphere.

The singularity of H at the north pole is not a real problem if we treat it in the

sense of the theory of distributions. Consider a circle C of radius r encircling the

origin of the w plane in a counter-clockwise direction and set

to = re", to = re"1'.

Using (2.73), we have
totfto — wdw

- 4irt.

(2.76)

(2.77)
1 + ww

As r —» 0 the integral in the right hand side tends to zero because the integrand is

regular at the origin. The Stokes theorem can be satisfied even at the origin if we

modify Eq.(2.75) to read

dE = n - 4iri6(w)6(w)dwdw. (2.78)

4A different deformation of the two-sphere with the symmetry t — w = 1 / : is described in

(52). But itn covariant differential calculus is unknown.
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It is

so that

! = 4TH (2.79)

= = 0 (2.80)

as it should be for a compact manifold without boundary. Notice that the additional

delta function term in (2.78) also has zero P.B.s with all functions and forms as

required by consistency.

2.6 Braided Quantum 2-Sphere

In this section we consider the braiding of several copies of £ ' [53]. There exists a

general formulation (54] for obtaining the braiding of quantum spaces in terms of

the universal TC-matrix of the quantum group which coacts on the quantum space.

Using this formulation the braiding commutation relations are obtained directly for

the variables z and z. (An alternative derivation of the same braiding relations

proceeds by first computing the braiding of two copies of the complex quantum

plane on which $V,(2) coacts and then using the expressions of the stereographic

variables z and z in terms of the coordinates x,y of the quantum plane

• = r t i " ' (2.81)

Please see Chap.3 for the generalization of this approach to the braiding of CP,(N).)

The braiding can be extended to the differentials dz and dz. In Sec.2.7 a braiding

property of the 5(/,(2) invariant integral on the sphere is given. It is shown that it

can be used to compute the integral.

The braiding of two quantum spheres is not symmetric with respect to the

exchange of the two spheres. It can be extended to the case of an arbitrary number

of spheres given in a certain order.

Classically, a function of k points on a manifold M is an element in A'®* where

A' is the algebra of functions on the manifold. In the quantum case the analogous

object will be a function of { i ' 0 ' } , where t = l,---,dim(M), a = l , - - - , ^ and

s'0' is the i-th component of the coordinate for the a-th point on the manifold.

Because all k points are on the same manifold, the coordinates for all points arc

transformed simultaneously. For our case of the quantum sphere, this means that

all z<a\z (° l are transformed by the same S{/,(2)-matrix through (2.14). However,

for this Iransforinalion to be really a symmetry of the system of k points on ihc
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same sphere, we require that the algebra of {z(o',£(°)}a=i be covariant under this

transformation. This requirement will not be satisfied if one takes the coordinates

zf"),!!") to commute with z t6',z (6' for a ^ b (which is equivalent to saying thai

a function of k points is an element in A'®*) because the algebra of 5t/,(2) is

noncommutative. The correct (covarianl) choice is the braided algebra which w«

are going to show below.

For the case of four braided spheres one can construct a quantum analogue

of the classical anharmonic ratio (cross ratio) of four points on a sphere. This

quantity, which belongs to the braided algebra of the four spheres, is invariant

under the coaction of 5 f , ( 2 ) as realized by the quantum fractional transformations

on the stereographic variables. It commutes with its ^-conjugate. This is described

in Sec.2.8. The existence of the invariant quantum anharmonic ratio seems very

remarkable.

Classically, anharmonic ratios are the building blocks of all projective invariants.

Here, they oin-u the way to a development of quantum projective geometry (see

Chap.4) which may be relevant for the study of nonlinear field theory c-models.

Let us now look at the general rule of braiding (54) for two ordered (possibly

different) quantum spaces Xi,Xt with (possibly different) left coactions

Aj , : Xi -* A ® Xi, i = l ,2 , (2.82)

defined for the same quantum group A. For v € X\ and w 6 A'j we define the

commutation relation in the braiding of X\ and A'j by [54]

where we use Sweedler's notation

(2.83)

(2.84)

(The prime on the upper index is used to indicate that the attached element is

not in Xi but in A.) Here 71 g U ® U is the universal 71-matrix for the quantum

universal enveloping algebra U dual to A with respect to a pairing (•, •) and

"R(a, 6) = {71, a ® b), (2.85)

where { * ® K,a ® 6) = (A',a)(K,6).

The same formula (2.83) can be used for any number of ordered quantum spaces

as long as for each space there exists a left-coaction of A.
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The covariance of (2.83) follows (1.64) and (1.100). To check the consistency of
(2.83) by braiding, i.e., by permuting three elements into a certain order via two
different procedures, we have to use

(2.86)

(2.87)

and so

and
71(1,/) = ft(/,l) = «(/).

These are consequences of (1.57-1.58) and general properties of the pairing.
One can extend 5V,(2) by introducing a~x,d~x satisfying

a < r l = a - ' a = l , dd~x = d~xd = 1,

and

(2.88)

The transformation for z and the braided copy z1 can then be written as

* - E /-A *' -» E /"A
nsO n=0

where

/o = M-1,

Consider the algebra A generated by {l,r} and its braided copy A' generated
by {l.z'J. Eq.(2.83) gives

(2.89)
n,mcO

To calculate 7J(/m,/n), we notice that, for example, (2.8C-2.88) give

'.a,,,) = 7l(a,a)7i(a-',a) = 1
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0 ) =

II is not hard to prove that for any functions f,g of a^x,b,c,

ft(c/i0) =0 , if g has no 6,

K(9,l>f)=0, if g has no c

and

K^'./to.j.crf)) = /(y^'.o.o,?
72(/(a,6,c,d),rf±1) = /(^I/ l,O,O,

together with (2.90),(2.91) with d±x replaced by a=f'.
One then gets

= ?' ,

(2.90)

(2.91)

= 0, all other n,m.

Therefore
zz' = q2:'z - \qzn. (2 .92)

Similarly, we consider the braiding between A = ( { l , z } ) and A = ( { l , z } ) . It is

nsO

50 = -ca

gn = q-^

and

n(9m,fn) = 0, all other n,HI.
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Therefore

gives

zz = £) Tl(gmJn)z
mzn

n,msO

zz = q-2zz - \q~\ (2.94)

Hence we have re-discovered the commutation relation between s and z for 5 ' as a

braiding relation.

Since z' transforms like z it follows immediately that the braiding between A

and A' is given by

zz'^q-'z'z-Xq-K (2.95)

For consistency with the ̂ -involution of the braided algebra the braiding order

of z, z, z' and z' has to be z < z' < z' < z after we have fixed z < z' and z < I

as in (2.89) and (2.93). It is crucial that we braid separately A = ( { l , z} ) with

A' and A', and A = ( { l , z } ) with A' and A' instead of simply braiding the whole

algebra ( { l , z , z } ) with ({ l ,z ' ,z '}) . Otherwise we will not be able to have the

usual properties of the *-involution (e.g.(/(«)j(z'))* = g[z')*f(z)') f°r t n e braiding

relations.

The differential calculus can also be defined on the braided spheres by imposing

the Leibniz rule on the exterior derivatives d and d! so that d! acts on z' and z' in

the same way d acts on z and z, and

together with

z' = z'd, di' = z'd,

'z = zd', <Hz = zd'

dd1 = -d'd.

Then (2.92),(2.95) and their ^-involution will imply commutation relations between

functions and forms of different copies of the sphere. As a consequence, the area

element of the second copy IC = dz'dz'(\ + z'z')~7 is central in the whole braided

algebra, while A' = dzdz(\ + zz)'1 is only central in the original copy ( j , z).

2.7 Integration

The integration (•): X —» C on the quantum sphere is defined by the requirement

that it is invariant under the S(/,(2)-transformation

(2.00)
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namely,

/"''(/'"Jsj = Hf)s>

for A i ( / ) = /< l < ) ® /*2* as in Sweedler's notation. This is equivalent to

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.99)

or
z))s>=0, 0 = Z+,Z-,H. (2.100)

The invariance of the integration is sufficient to fix itself up to a normalization,

which can be taken as (l)sj = 1. Like everything else, the integration on S* can be

induced from the integration on Sl/,('.'-) as

(f(z>z))s> = (ifa^1 •>-60~l))su,\iy (2.101)

The invariance of Osi/.fj) implies the invariance of (-)sj under the SU<,(2) transfor-

mations.

It is instructive to see other ways to derive the integration on S%. One way to

do it is to consider integrable functions / , for example />"' for a positive integer /, in

(2.100), which will then give recursive relations for (p"n)s». It can easily be solved

. 1
(p~')si = rj r 0 ) s } i ( £ 0 . (2.102)

Another way is to use the cyclic property 5 which follows (2.98) and properties
of the quantum group.' Without going into details we give the cyclic property:

f(z,z)g(z,z) >-< g(z,z)f(q-7z,q7z) > . (2.103)

It is also possible to look at the integration as the integration of forms / :
• C, where tt2(X) is the second order differential calculus on A'. Then the

requirement is the Stokes theorem

> = 0. (2.104)

'Similar cyclic properties have been found by H. Steinscker(S5) for integrals over higher dimen-

sional quantum spheres in quantum Euclidean (paces.
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This condition is manifestly invariant under the transformation and it is also strong
enough to determine this integration c up to normalization. The relation between
these two integrations is given by the measure /i

/ e A', (2.105)

up to normalizations. If the measure is invariant, the integration {•)$' obtained
from / in this way will also be invariant. In our case the measure is proportional
to E1, or to dzp~*dz, which is invariant.

With a different measure one obtains from / an invariant integration on another
space. For the same algebra X with the ̂ -involution given by (2.29-2.31), the
integration on X should be that for a fiat quantum plane:

(2.106)

(2.107)

for integrable functions / .
Therefore the integration on the sphere and that on the plane is related to each

other by

</)s? = (p-'fh' (2.108)

up to normalizations.
It is interesting that there exists another way, which has no classical analogue,

to determine the integration. Consider braided copies of A'. Because z' and z' arc
always on the same side of the variables z and z in the braiding order (z < r' <
z' < z), the integration on z',z', has the following property: if

The Stokes theorem implies that it is invariant under translation:

{df)c = W)e> = 0

z',s')</(*,*) = £</.(*, *)/,(*',*').

then

(/(*', i'))s|<7(*,*) = £</.(•*,*)</.(«', *')>s?-

(2.109)

(2.110)

This can be shown using (2.83) and the invariance of the integral under the SUq(2)
coaction. However,

/(2',z')(<7(z,z-))5j * ! > . ( * , z))s|/i(z',z'). (2.111)

°Onc lias to fix the set of integrable functions in advance.
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The above property (2.110) can be used to derive explicit integral rules. For
example, consider the case of f(z',z') - :'p'~", where p' = 1 + z'z' and g(z,:) = ;.
Since

z'p-nz = q7zz'p'-n + ?'-inA([»i + 1], - |n],p')p'-n, n > 0,

where [n], = ̂ rff. using (2.110) and < z'p'~" > = 0 we get the recursion relation:

[n + 1), < p'"n > = (u), </>'-<"-">, n > 1 , (2.112)

which leads to (2.102).

2.8 Anharmonic Ratios

Let us first review the classical case. The coordinates r . y o n a plane transform as

(2.113)
\c aj \yj

by an SU(2) matrix T =* ( ° ) . The determinant-like object xy' - yx' defined

for x,y together with the coordinates on a second plane x',y' is invariant under the
SU(2) transformation. On each plane we define z = x/y so that

It now follows that with z,-, j/; for i = 1,2,3,4 as coordinates on four copies of the
planes,

(Zj - Zi)(r3 - Z4)"'(23 ~ *<)(*> ~ 2l)"'

is invariant because all the factors yf' cancel and only the invariant parts
y,Xj) survive. Therefore the anharmonic ratio is invariant.

Permuting the indices in the above expression we may get other anharmonic
ratios, but they are all functions of the one above. For example,

(*J-Z3)(ZJ-Z<)-'(Z|-Z«)(Z3-Z|)-' = (rj-Z|)(;j-Z4)-|(z3-Z4)(Z3-Z,)-1 - I.

The coordinates of the 5(/,(2) covariant quantum plane obey

xy = qyx,
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an equation covariant under the transformation (2.113) with T now being an 6't/,(2)
matrix. As explained in Sec.2.6. braided quantum planes can be introduced by using
(2.83). Let V be the i-tli copy and W be the j-tli one, then wo have for i < j .

In the deformed case we have to be more careful about the ordering. Let the
deformed determinant-like object be

(ij) = X{t/j — qytXj,

which is invariant under the Sf,(2) transformation, and let

M = *.-*; = ?-V'(0>;\
where jr; = Xiyj"'.

Using the relations

for i < j and

for i < j < k, we can see that, for example,

A = [12](24)-1(34)[13]-1

is again invariant. Similarly, B = (12][23]"'(34](14]"1 as well as a number of others
are invariant.

To find out whether these invariants are independent of one another, we now
discuss the algebra of the (tj|'s.

Because \ij] = \ik] + [kj] and [ij\ = —\ji) the algebra of \ij] for i,j = 1,2,3,4 is
generated by only three elements (12), [23],[34]. It is easy to prove that

if « < ; < k <l.
It follows that we have

(2.114)

for i < j < k, and

(121(341 + [14](23| = [121(24] + (24|[23].

Using these relations we can check the dependency between the different anharmonic
ratios. For example, let C = (13](23j-|(24)(14]"1, and D = (14J[13j-»{23j[24j-», both
invariant, then

B-'AC = (141[34J-|(23][24)-I((34](231-1[24|)(14]-1

where we used the relation [34)[23]-'[24) = (24](23]-l[34] which follows from (2.114),
and

- D-x = ( [ { [ ^ p

= ((12H34H23)-1 -

= ((121(34) - [12][24] -

= - 1 .

In this manner it can be checked that all products of four terms [ij], [kl], [mn]~l,
\pr]~l in arbitrary order, which are invariant, are functions of only one invariant,
say, A. Namely, all invariants are related and just like in the classical case, there
is only one independent anharmonic ratio. It can be checked that the anharmonic
ratio commutes with all the z,'s and so commutes with its ^-complex conjugate,
which is also an invariant.
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Chapter 3

Geometry of the Quantum

Complex Projective Space CPq(N)

In the previous chapter the quantum spheio. was described as a complex quantum
manifold. The braiding of several copies <»f the quantum sphere was introduced
and quantum anharmonic ratios (cross ratios) of four points on the sphere were
defined which are invariant under the fractional transformation which describes
the coaction of the quantum group 5(7,(2) on the complex coordinates z, 5 on the
quantum sphere. In this and the next chapters we will extend these results on the
one-dimensional complex projective space CP,(1) ~< 5 ' to higher dimensions. In
this chapter we will define the quantum projective space CP,{N) [56] in terms of
both homogeneous and inhomogeneous complex coordinates and study the differ-
ential calculus on it. CPq(N) is shown to be the quantum deformation of a Kahler
manifold with the Fubini-Study metric. In Sec. 3.2 we consider the Poisson limit.
Then, in Sec. 3.3 we introduce the braiding of several copies of CPq(N). In the
next chapter we will study the projeclive geometry on CP<)(N).

The algebra of functions on complex projective space has been considered by a
number of authors, see for example (57), [58] and [59]. What we have shown here
is that a rich construction of differential geometry and projcclive geometry can be
carried out. on this space. It is not hard to extend most of the results of this chapter
to the case of quantum Grassmannian manifolds [60],
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3.1 CPJN) as a Complex Manifold

3.1.1 SUq{N + 1) Covariant Complex Quantum Space
For completeness, we list here the formulas we shall need to construct the complex
projective space. Remember that the Sl',(/V+1) symmetry can be represented [61]
on the complex quantum space Cjv + I with coordinates i,-,i',t = 0,1,.. . , A' which
satisfy the relations

^ (3.1)

and

x'x, =

x'i' = f-'

(3.2)

* ' . (3.3)

Here q is a real number, R~ is the GLq[N + 1) /2-matrix (16) with indices running
from 0 to N, and i1 = x] is the ^-conjugate of z,\ The Hermitian length

L = x.-x1"

is real and central. The fi-matrix satisfies the characteristic equation

(3.4)

) = 0. (3.5)

Derivatives D\ D{ can be introduced (the usual symbols d°, dt, are reserved below
for the derivatives on CPq(N) ) which satisfy

D'xj = 6) + qR$xkD>, D<x' = ?(«"' )HxkD>,

and
D'D> = q-

D'Dj = q-

Here we have defined

which satisfies

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)
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and (sum over the index k)

Using

and
nlj _ 6*1

one can show that there is a symmetry of this algebra:

9 -» 9~\

f' -»/i,-,

£>•'

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

and
(3.21)

where k and / are arbitrary constants. Exchanging the barred and unbarred quan-
tities in (3.17-3.21), we get another symmetry which is related to the inverse of this
one.

Using the fact that L commutes with *{,i', a *-involution can be defined for D'

Y = -q-v'LnDiL-n, (3.22)

where
«' = N - i + 1 (3.23)

for any real number n. The '-involutions corresponding to different n's arc related
to one another by the symmetry of conjugation by L

a -» LmaL-m, (3.24)

where a can be any function or derivative and m is the difference in the JI'S.
The differentials £ = dx{s? = ((,-)* satisfy

Zicj = qF$'jZkXi, (3.25)
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and

All the above relations are covariant under the transformation

D<

(3.27)

(3.2S)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

where Tj 6 5l/,(/V + 1).
The holomorphic and antiholomorphic differentials 6,6 satisfy the undeformrd

Leibniz rule, 6* — i2 = 0 and $XJ = Xjl etc.

3.1.2 Algebra and Calculus on CPq(N)

Define for o = l,...,N,'

Since

and

xox° = £°

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

where flJJ is theGL,{N) ^-matrix with indices running from 1 to N and A = q-\/q.
Since

xoi° = q~li'x0,

it follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that *

'The letters a,b,e,e etc. run from t to N, while ij.k.l run from 0 to N.
'Due to our conventions in this chapter, to compare the N = 1 case with the results in Chap.2,

one has to make a change of variables i •— 2.
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and

it follows from (3.25) and (3.26) that

dzadzb = -9A?4<fce«k«

and

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

dzadzi, = — q~l{R~l)l^dzcdzc. (3.42)

The derivatives d',da are defined by requiring 6 = dzad° am! 6 = dz"da to be
exterior differentiations. It follows from (3.39) and (3.40) that

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

and

where the $ matrix is defined by

(3.48)

(3.49)

Similarly as in the case of quantum spaces the algebra of the differential calculus
on CPq(N) has the symmetry:

2° -• « „ ,

&>

and

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.-51)
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where rs = q1. Again we also have another symmetry by exchanging the barred
and unbarred quantities in the above.

Also the *-involulions

dz'a = dz°

and

where

and

a' = N - a + 1

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)
0=1

can be defined for any n. Corresponding to different n's they are related with one
another by the symmetry of conjugation by p to some powers followed by a reseating
by appropriate powers of q.

In particular, the choice n = N + I gives the ^-involution which has the cor-
rect classical limit of Hermitian conjugation with the standard measure p-<w+1) of
CP(N).

The transformation (3.29) induces a transformation on CPq(N)

To
c). (3.60)

One can then calculate how the differentials transform

dza -* dztM*, dz" -* (M*)ldz\ (3.61)

where Af' is a matrix of functions in za with coefficients in S£/,(/V+l) and (A/')jJ =
(M%)'. Since 6,8 are invariant, it follows the transformation on the derivatives

9° - {M-W, (6°)" (3.62)

The covariance of the CPq(N) relations under the transformation (3.60), (3.61) and
(3.62) follows directly from the covariance in C "̂
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3.1.3 Kahler Two-Form
Similar to the case of a quantum sphere, the quantization of the differential calculus

on CP<,(N) is closely connected to the geometry.

The exterior derivatives can be realized by an element already in the calculus:

where

•=-rV

mM±, (3.63)

(3.64)

E = i-C (3.65)

realizes d— 5 + S,

Consistent with the nilpotency of 6, $ and d, we have (* = £'2 = 0 and S 2 central.

It is easy to see that all the quantities Ea, £(" and $£ differ from one another only

by numerical factors. This shows that the object

and the sign is + (—) if w is odd (even).

In the same way

K = 6f = $( (3.66)

is central and satisfies SK = 8K = 0. Moreover, it can be checked that it is also

invariant. We will call this the Kahler two-form.

Motivated by the classical role played by a Kahler form, we define the metric

<W on CP,{N) by

K = dzag,ldz\ (3.67)

It is

S.J = * " W . » - » ' * * * » ) , (3.68)

which in the classical limit {q -f 1) is exactly the Fubini-Study metric. The inverse
satisfying

9Uga = W = Sti (3.69)

can also be found:

9lc = • f6*.). (3.70)

Using the metric (3.68) we can define another basis of one-forms {{",{„} by

£°=<fco, U=g,idz\ (3.71)
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so that A' = ("£,. The commutation relations in this basis are:

', (3.72)

« * (3-73)

i, (3.74)

which is the same as the commutation relations (3.41-3.42) for dza and dz° under

the replacement d'z" *-* £„ = gaidzb (dza = f by definition).

As in the classical case, since the Kahler form K is invariant, one can take KN

as the volume form (measure), which is found to be proportional to

p-(N+i),f j t f . . . <Jzxdz\ • • • dzN. (3.75)

Similar constructions exist also for the complex quantum space C ^ + I . A general

sufficient condition for the existence of one-forms realizing the holomorphic and

antiholomorphic exterior derivatives on a complex quantum manifold is presented

in [56, 60], where the central invariant Kahler form also exists. Whenever such a

Kahler form exists, one can use it to define the metric and a Hodge * map. It will

be shown in Chap. 5 that one can use these data to define the connection, curvature

two-form, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature.

The integration on CP,(N) [56, 60] can be obtained in analogous ways as for

the sphere in Sec.2.7. The discussion on the patching of CP^(N) is similar to that

of S*. Here an appropriate definition of the algebra should be made such that it is

equivalent to SU0{N + \)/U,(N) [57).

3.2 Poisson Structures on CP{N)
The commutation relations in the previous sections give us, in the limit q —* 1, a

Poisson structure on CP(N). As usual, the Poisson Brackets (P.B.s) are obtained

as the limit

(/></) =

U is straightforward to find
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j = eh = 1 + h + [h2].

a<b.

(3.76)

(3.77)

(3.78)



and those following from the •-involution, which satisfies

(3.79)

(3.80)

(3.81)

The P.B. of two differential forms / and g of degrees m and ;i respectively
satisfies

• \Ji9i= l~U \9<J)' \o.aZ)

The exterior derivatives S, S, d act on the P.B.s distributively, for example

d(f<g) = (df,g) ± (f,dg), (3.83)

where the plus (minus) sign applies for even (odd) / . Notice that we have extended
the concept of Poisson Bracket to include differential forms.

The Fubini-Study Kahler form

A' = (3.84)

has vanishing Poisson bracket with all functions and forms and, naturally, it is
closed.

3.3 Braided CPq{N)

The braiding of the quantum plane C^ + l induces a braiding of CP,(/V).
Let the first copy of the quantum plane be denoted by i ; , i ' and the second

by x\,x". A consistent and covariant choice of the commutation relations between
them is

*'xj =

(3.85)

(3.86)

and their '-involutions for arbitrary numbers a,0. If we choose a = -0 then the
Hermitian length L will remain central, /,/' = f'L for any function / ' of x',x'.
However. U docs not commute with .r,x.
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Assuming that the exterior derivatives of the two copies satisfy the Leibniz rule

(3.87)

(3.88)

• (3.89)

(3.90)

where the plus (minus) signs apply for even (odd) / and /', and

SS' = -S'6, Sl' = -S'6.

6S' = -S% 6~6'=-6%

we obtain the commutation relations between functions and forms of different copies
by letting S, 6,6' and I' act on (3.85) and (3.86). As usual, the commutation relations
between derivatives and functions of different copies can also be derived from the
commutation relations between differential forms and functions using the Leibniz
rule of the exterior derivatives and the identifications 6 = rfxjD1', 6 = dx'Dt for both
copies.

From the above we derive the braiding relations of two braided copies of CP<,(N)
in terms of the inhomogeneous coordinates. They are independent of the particular
choice of a and 0. We have

«.*{ = qkiVc - -r'Azc)*., (3.9i)

and their ^-involutions as well as the commutation relations between functions and
forms of different copies following the assumption that their exterior derivatives
anticommute.

The braiding can be extended to an arbitrary number of ordered copies of
CP,{N).
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Chapter 4

Quantum Projective Geometry

We will show in this chapter that many concepts of projective geometry have an

analogue in the deformed case. We shall study the collinearity conditions in Sec.4.1,

the deformed anliarmonic ratios (cross ratios) in Sec.4.2, the coplanarity conditions

in Sec.4.3. In Sec.4.4 we will show that the anharmonic ratios are the building

blocks of other invariants.

4.1 Collinearity Condition
Classical ly t h e collinearity condit ions for m distinct points in CP(N) can b e given
in terms of the inhomogeneous coordinates {z*\A = 1,2 , •• - , m ; a = 1,2 , •••,N) as

l,A_rB\lC ,D\-\ _ i,A B \ l C _ D \ - \ (A \\
\za za )(*a ~ zc I - \h ~ h )\zb *6 I i I 1 ' 1 1

where A £BXC ^ D = !,•• • ,tn and a,b - !,••• ,/V.
In the deformed case, the coordinates {:£} of m points must be braided for the

commutation relations to be covariant, namely,

*?. A<B, (4.2)

as an extension of (3.91). Eq.(3.92) can also be generalized in the same way, but

we shall not need it in this section. This braiding has the interesting property that

the algebra of CP,{N) is self-braided, that is, (4.2) allows the choice A = B. This

property makes it possible to talk about the coincidence of points. Actually, the

whole differential calculus for braided CP,[ A') described in Sec.3.3 has this properly.

Another interesting fact about this braiding is that for a fixed index a the

commutation relation is identical to that for braided 5*

zAzB = q7zf:f-q\;fzf, A < B. ('I.:!)

Since there is no algebraic way to say that two "points" are distinct in the

deformed case, the collinearity conditions should avoid using expressions like (z* -

-»)~l- which are ill defined. Denote

^ - r f . (4.4)

(4.5)

The collinearity conditions in the deformed case can be formulated as

, Va,6

and A < B < C < D. By (4.2) this equation is formally equivalent to the quantum

counterpart of (4.1):'

[AB)a[CD};> = [AB]b[CD];1, (4.6)

where the ordering of A,B,C,D is arbitrary. The advantage of this formulation is

that (4.5) is a quadratic polynomial condition and polynomials are well defined in

the braided algebra.

Therefore the algebra Q of functions of m collinear points is the quotient of

the algebra A of m braided copies of CP,(N) over the ideal / = {fag : V/,<; e

A\Va 6 CC} generated by a which stands for the collinearity conditions (4.5), i.e.,

a e CC = {[ABUCD\i - q3(C£>l.{/iB]t: A < B < C < D}.
Two requirements have to be checked for this definition Q = A/1 to make sense.

The first one is that for any / € A and o 6 CC,

t \" ̂  t W t C A fA T\

for some /,• g A and o,- € CC. This condition ensures that the ideal / generated

by the collinearily conditions is not "larger" than what we want, as compared with

the classical case.

In fact, it is sufficient (for formal manipulations, at least) to consider only B =

C = m - \,D = m in either (4.5) or (4.6). That is, we need only two points to fix

a line.

We now check that (4.7) is satisfied. Obviously we only have to consider the

cases / = zf, for arbitrary E and c. Let a{AB)ab = \AB)a[CD)i, - q*\CD]a\AB]i,

for C = m - 1 and D = m. Using (4.2) one finds, after considerable algebra, for

B < A < C < D,

2O a(AC)ic — q Ra\R{ia{AC)hizs . (4.8)

For A < B < C < D, one finds similarly
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- -.'-in.

Hence (4.7) is proven for B <C. Using

for B = D and

[BD)<a{AC)u =

(4.10)

(4.11)

for B > D, together with the above two equations we immediately see that (4.7) is
satisfied for / = zf with B> D. Therefore the first requirement is satisfied.

The second requirement is the invariance of / under the fractional transformation
(3.60). While this can be directly checked for (4.5), it is equivalent but simpler to
consider another expression of the collinearity conditions:

where the ordering of A, B, C, D is arbitrary. Again we only have to consider the
independent cases o(B<A — C = m — I and D = m. It can be shown that the
fractional transformation has

where U{B) =

So

[AB\a - U(B)-1[AB)bM
b
a(A)V(A)-\

, V(A) = T$ + qzfrf and

(4.13)

(4.14)

) - 1

[AB);l[AB}b->

V(A)(\AB\cMl)-\\AB\tMi)V(A)-'

= V(A){lAB]c[AC);l[AC)cM
c
a)-

t([ABUAC);t[AC)tMnVlA)-

= V(A)(\AC\tMir\\AB)i\AC]-t
i)-x{\ABUAC):')([AC\eMl)V(A)-'

= V(A)([AC]cMl)-x([AC)tM'h)V(A)-\ (4.15)

(where we used (4.6) for the second equality) which equals the transformation of
(/lC);'(/lC|t. This means that the relations (/tflJj'j/JjBjj - (/4C];'(/1C|6 = 0 are
preserved by the transformation.

4.2 Anharmonic Ratios

Classically the anharmonic ratio of four collinear points is an invariant of the pro-
jective mappings, which are the linear transformations of the homogeneous coordi-
nates. In the deformed case, the homogeneous coordinates are the coordinates .r,
of the GL,(N + l)-covariant quantum space, and the linear transformations are the
GL^N + 1) transformations which induce the fractional transformations (3.60) on
the coordinates ra of the projective space CP,(7V).

We consider the following anharmonic ratio of CPq(N) for four collinear points
{^1/1 = 1,2,3,4} '

• l 1 , (4-16)

where /!,£? = 2,3. We wish to show that it is invariant. Using (4.13) and denoting
T(A) = (l/lJalH]"1, which is independent of the index a according to the collinearity
condition, we get

- r(B))P.{A)V(A)-x, (4.17)

where Pa{A) = -[U]t,M*{A). Then the anharmonic ratio (4.16) transforms as

(l - r(B))r(B)-xU(l)

where we have used zlr(A) = T{A)ZX for any A > 1, which is true because we
can represent r(A) as (M]a(14]~' with the same index a and then use

Because of the nice property (4.3), we can use the results about the anharmonic
ratios of 5* ( which is a special case of CP,(N) with N = 1 but no collinearity
condition is needed there) in Sec.2.8. Note that all the invariants as functions of
z* for a fixed a in CPq(N) are also invariants as functions of zA — z* in 5' . The
reason is the following. Consider the matrix T6° defined by

?o = 7 .

(4.19)

(4.20)

where a,fl,i,6 are components of an Si/,(2)-matrix, TjJ = 1 for all 6 / 0,a and
all other components vanishing. It is a GLq[N + l)-matrix, but the transformation

M
5J5

-<?••• -,:': . ' * •



(3.60) of zA by this matrix is the fractional transformation on S* with coordinalc
zA - zA

z — za.
Therefore, by simply dropping the subscript a, the anharmonic ratio (4.16)

becomes an anharmonic ratio of 5'. On the other hand, since all other anharmonic
ratios of S* are functions of only one of them, their corresponding anharmonic ratios
of CP,[N) (by putting in the subscript a) would be functions of (4.16) and hence
are invariant. Therefore we have established the fact that all invariant anharmonic
ratios of CP<,(N) are functions of only one of them.

4.3 Coplanarity Condition
In the above we have seen that the collinearity condition is imposed by taking the
quotient of the algebra of inhomogcneous coordinates over an ideal generated by
(4.5). This is analogous to what one does to obtain S' as the quotient of 5(',(2)
over U{\) in Sec.2.2. In general, by taking the quotient of the algebra over an
ideal we obtain the algebra for a submanifold. However, there is another way
to formulate the collinearity condition. It will allow easy generalizations to the
coplanarity conditions.

4.3.1 Homogeneous Coordinates

Consider in terms of homogeneous coordinates two points xA arid x s defining a line.
Classically a point on this line can be given as

t = 0 ," -N, (4.21)

for some HA and fiB-
In the quantum case, we interpret HA and HB as operators corresponding to the

"observables" ' when one measures the location of a point on this line.
The commutation relations between HA> HB and those between the ft's and xA,

xB are to be determined by the requirement that x c defined in (4.21) shall satisfy
the correct commutation relations among different components of xc and those with
xA, xB according to (3.1) and (3.85).

The transformation of xc should be the same as xA and xB, namely it transforms
linearly under GL,(/V + 1). This is achieved by simply assigning ft A and HB to be
invariant.

'Strictly speaking only the ratio of HA and /ID can be an observable in the projectivr space.

5G

The fact that one can adjoin HA a nd /'fl in a consistent and covariant way is
almost equivalent to the consistency and covariance of the collinearity condition
(4.5) above. The latter can be obtained from the former. From (4.21) we have

:f = (TAzf + OBtf. (4.22)

where a A — (XQ)~1HAXO and similarly for OB- Since x$ = HAXA + HBXQ, it follows

that a A + OB ~ 1. Choose a certain number for the index i in (4.22) one can solve
for a A (or og) in terms of the z's. Choosing another number for t gives another
solution. Equate the two solutions; one gets the collinearity condition (4.5).

The same procedure can be carried out for not only lines but also planes, or
higher dimensional subspaccs spanned by a finite number of points.

Consider the r-dimensional subspace spanned by r + 1 points {XA)AZI where /
is a set of r + 1 different numbers. Define

(4.23)
AZt

for some B > 1, namely, B > A for all A € / . Here and later we shall skip the
lower indices when no confusion can' arise.

The requirement B > I comes from our convention that for all the coplanar
points (all points lying on the same hyperplane) we label them in a certain order
and we always choose the first r + 1 of them as the reference points and all others
are referred to by their corresponding /i's.

To get the commutation relations for the ft's, we impose appropriate commuta-
tion relations for xB.

First, according to (3.85), for xB to commute correctly with xA, A € / , we let

C<B,

C>B

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

for C 6 /.
It turns out that (4.26) is also sufficient to guarantee that xB commutes with

xA correctly for A < /, i.e. A is smaller than any number in / . For A > B, we find

xAHc=fcxA- • (4-27)

However it is not possible to do this for other possibilities of A. Hence we arc
allowed to have additional points which are not on the same hyperplane with x"
but they have to be labelled outside the range reserved for the hyperplanc.



For two points xB and xc with / < B < C on the same hyperplane to commute
correctly with each other we need

DPB D<E,

. D>B.

(4.28)

(-1.29)

(4.30)

The last requirement is for the components of xB to commute correctly among
themselves. It is

This concludes our attempt to adjoin the /i's to the algebra of {xA)Aei. Similarly
the ^-involution of the ft's can also be adjoined together with the /i's to the algebra
of {xA,xA)Ael.

Since the labels A,B,C,••• only need to be ordered, they can be real numbers
and so we can have uncountably many points on a hyperplane. Let 5 be the set of
all labels of points on a hyperplane. In the above we took the smallest r+1 numbers
in S as the set of labels / for the reference points of the hyperplane and the algebra
of functions of all the points {XA}A^S is generated by {xA}xei and {p^}f|f^'.

Had we made a different choice of / , we would get another algebra which in
general involves more complicated commutation relations for the // variables. But
it is simply a change of variables.

Another choice of / that would lead to a simpler algebra is to lake / to be the
largest r + 1 numbers in S. Let us use u instead of ft for this choice. Eq.(4.23) is
now replaced by

*B - Y, VAX* (4-32)
A<zl

for B € S, B < I. The algebra for this case can be obtained from (4.24-4.31) by
replacing ft by //, "<" by ">" and u>" by "<".

4.3.2 Inhomogeneous Coordinates

In this subsection we will gel the coplanarity condition as a generalization of the
collinearity condition (4.5).

From the previous subsection, for r -f 1 points spanning an r-dimensional hy-
perplane, we have
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where 0% = (x{j)-lv%xg and %AelaA = *• B y a change of variables for a?, and
letting / = {1 .2 , - - - , r , r+ l } , 5 = 0, it is

(4.33)

where [AB]i = 2A — zB and the r's are independent linear combinations of the a"s.
Choose a set A' of r different integers from 1,2, • • •, N. Consider the r equations

(4.33) for « 6 A'. Lot A' = {aua3,---,ar}, MJ = \j(j + !)]„, and Mf = [01)Ol.
Then

t ftlOt %jf~l V i — 1 0 , , , *• t .1 *?4 \

where A/"1 is the inverse matrix of (MjY{jBx. •
To find the inverjie matrix of M, we note that the commutation relation between

two entries of M is almost the same as that for a GL,(r)-matrix. Let {g'\ i =
1,2,•••,!-} be defim-'J as a quantum hyperplane:

(4.35)

and T be a GL,(r)-matrix which commutes with all the ̂ 'V Then the commutation
relations for Mj is identical to those for g'Tj (i not summed over). With the help
of this identification

Mj = g'Tj, (4.36)

we find

It is known [16] that

(4-37)

where P is the permutation group of r — 1 objects, l(o) is the length of a permutation
a and delq(T) is the quantum determinant

where

for a being a permutation of r objects and 0 otherwise.
Even though M is not a GL,(r)-matrix we define

dcl,(M) = (,,...,,Ml, •••MJr.
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•M,r(rfc/,(A/))-

M"1 is then found to be

(M-% = (-I)'"'<„,....•,< •

Hence by (4.34)

(-\)'-lTj = d

where

det,(M(j)) = «,,..,, JWJX • • • M / - ' M £ ! • • • Ml

(so tluii <fe*,(M(0)) = det^M)).

Since this solution of r is independent of the choice of A', by choosing another
set A" we have another matrix M' and ( - I ) ' - ' T , - = det,,(M'{i))(del,{M'{0)))-1.
Therefore we get the coplanarity condition

dd,(M(;))((K(M(0)))- ' = </e/,(M'(j))(<fe<,(Af'(0)))-' (4.38)

for all; = l , - - - , r and any two sets of indices A' and A''. This is obviously equivalent
to

det,(M(j))(detq(M(k)))-1 = del,{M'(j))(det,(M'(k)))-' (4.39)

for all j , k = 0, • • •, r.

If N > 2r then one can choose A' < A'', i.e., any element in A' is smaller than
any element in A", then one can show that

e/d,(M'(0)) = qrdel,{M'(0))det,(M(0))

and a polynomial type of coplanarity condition is available:

det,(MU))det,(M'(k)) = qrdet,(M'(i))detq(M(k)). (4.40)

The algebra of functions of r + 1 coplanar points is therefore the quotient of the

algebra generated by {i^J^o over the ideal generated by (4.40).

4.4 Other Invariants

The anharmonic ratios are important because they are the building blocks of invari-
ants in classical projective geometry. For example, in the TV-dimensional classical
case for given 2[N + 1) points with homogeneous coordinates [xf], inhomogencotts
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c o o r d i n a t e s { ^ ' } w h e r e A = !,••• , 2 ( > V + 1 ) , i = 0 , 1 , - - - , N a n d a = I . - - - . W , w e

c a n c o n s t r u c t a n i n v a r i a n t

, dcl(x\x\- • • yT».xN+>)deHxN+\TN+\- • • ..r
~ rf<(1JA'

whvw drl{.rAt>.- • • .sA") i s l l u - d e t e r m i n a n t o f I h o m a t r i x , l /J = . r j 1 ' . i,j = 0 . • • • . . • V .

w h i c h e q u a l s t h e d e t e r m i n a n t o f t h e m a t r i x

( \ ••• 1 \

*** " (4-42)

multiplied by the factor Xo°---Xo", which cancels between the numerator and
denominator of /.. It can be shown that this invariant / is in fact the anharmonic
ratio of four points z ,* ' ,z w + l , z A + 2 , where z (z') is the intersection of the line
fixed,by z w + l , z w + 2 with the (N - l)-dimensional subspace fixed by * ' , - • • , z w

For the case of Af = 2 (see Fig.4.1), / is the ratio of the areas of four triangles:

. AlJ3 A<58
4 A356

which is easily found to be

(4.43)

(4>44)

the anharmonic ratio of the four points A,B, 3,4.
It is remarkable that all this can also be done in the quantum case. We have

already formulated the condition for N points to share an (N — l)-dimensional
subspace and we will construct an invariant / , using the quantum determinant.
Furthermore, we will show how to describe the intersection between subspaccs of
arbitrary dimension spanned by given points. It can be shown that the invariant
/, is indeed an anharmonic ratio in the same sense as the classical case. These arc
the topics of this section.

First, the intersi clion of two hyperplanes is represented by

Be/ w
where the ordering is / < A < I'. For xA to have the commutation relation (3.1),
we let
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Figure 4.1: The invariant / as a cross ratio of A,5,3,4.

for 5 6 / and C € /'.
The quantum determinant of the matrix (*^')ij=oi where there are N+1 vectors

labelled by Ao, • • •, AN, is defined by

del (rAo ••• xA"\ — e- • • xA<lxA' • • • xA>>

Under a simultaneous transformation xA' ~* TxA> for all t, where elements of T
commute with components of x, the determinant is transformed by

det,(x) -• det,(T)det,(x).

Ifone interchanges two neighboring vectors in the matrix, since (I+qR)'ui...H... =
0, (fcJ,(x) changes by

for / < B (+) or A > B ( - ) . Note that det,(x) vanishes if A = B.
The invariant /, of 2N + 2 points is defined to be

whore1 we denote (/ l0,• •• ,AN) - dcl,(rA<>.-- • ,TA")

G2

Consider the line fixed by i-v + l and xN+7. It has an intersection with the
hyperplane spanned by x',- • • .x""" at

xA =

N < A < N + 1. Similarly it has an intersection with the hyperplane spanned by

Now

2/V+2

i=W+3

Similarly,

and

Therefore,

Note that

and similarly

3,---,2A' + 2) = (-«

)-'|B(A' + 2)] = - (

G3

). (4.45)



Thus

/, = [A(N + 2)]-'[A(N + l)]\B(N + l))~'[B(N + 2)),

where we have used

and the same for the e's. Hence / , is indeed the anharmonic ratio for the four

points/l,B,(JV + l ) , (
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Chapter 5

Quantum Riemannian Geometry

An algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry on quantum spaces (62] is pre-

sented, where Riemannian metric, distance, Laplacian, connection, and curvature

have their counterparts if the space is equipped with a ^-involution and a Hodge

* map. This description is also extended to complex manifolds. Examples include

the quantum sphere, the complex quantum projective space and the two-sheeted

space. In addition to the possibility of applying it to describe physics at the Planck

scale, this formulation can be used for Kaluza-Klein theories to build models with

the extra dimensions corresponding to quantum spaces.

5.1 Introduction

In [63] Chamseddine, Folder and Frohlich developed the notions of Riemannian met-

ric, connection and curvature in the framework of the non-commutative geometry

of Connes (2). In their formulation the Hilbert space representation is a prerequi-

site. The purpose of this chapter is to propose a purely algebraic formulation of

Riemannian geometry on quantum spaces. It is hoped that it will be suitable for

physicists to build physical models. The question of mathematical rigor is left for

future study.

In Sec.5.2 we describe thi.i algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry on

quantum spaces and complex quantum manifolds. It is applied to the quantum

sphere S* (Chap.2) in Sec.5.3. In particular the explicit expression for the quantum

distance is worked out. A comment on its relation to Connes1 work is made. The

complex projective space CP,{N) (Chap.3) is considered in Sec.5.4, and the two-

shccted space [63] in Scc.5.5.
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5.2 Riemannian Structure on Quantum Spaces

In Sec.5.2.1 we give the convention and assumption about the differential calculus
for this chapter. -

5.2.1 Differential Calculus on Quantum Spaces

A quantum space is specified by a unital, associative, non-commutative *-algcbra
A generated by {l,x°,T;} over the field k = C, where the x°'s are the coordinates
on the quantum space, and the I,'s are non-commutative constants, including for
example the generators of the algebra of functions of the quantum group which
specifies the quantum symmetry on the quantum space. A is called the algebra of
functions on the quantum space.

To talk about differential geometry on the quantum space, we should have A
extended to the differential calculus il(A) generated by {l,x°,(°,\'o,Ii}, where
the commutation relations among the generators are given so that one knows how
to rewrite a product of elements in il[A) in any preferred order of the elements.
(But the commutation relations between (• and xt are not necessary.) The £°'s
are differential one-forms and the x°'B are the derivations dual to them so that
the exterior derivative is d = ("x« when acting on functions. The ^-involution on
functions is also extended to all elements in il(A) and it always reverses the ordering
of a product. All constants, namely the unity or It's, should vanish under d.

All the commutation relations should never mix terms of differential forms of
different degrees so that il(A) is graded. The action of d is (da) — [d, a\—da — ad
for even a (including elements in A) and (da) = {d,a} = da + ad for odd a. The
Leibniz rule follows from this definition. We take the convention that {da)' = d(a")
for even a and (da)' = — d(a') for odd a. That is, d is anti-self-conjugate: d' = — d.
We also require the nilpotency of d, namely, dd = 0.

5.2.2 Riemannian Metric, Vector Fields and Tensor Fields

A general coordinate tranbformalion is specified by x" -» x'a, where x'° = x"x)
are elements in A. (Einstein's summation convention applies to the whole chapter
unless otherwise stated.) This transformation induces the transformation of (,'. For
example, if

Z , (5.1)

6G

then

where 'a' is not summed over. Re-expressing {'• in terms of {" and using commu-
tation relations between x° and (" one can re-write the formula above as

for a certain matrix Mh° of elements in A.
Since the transformation is not supposed to change the exterior derivative, i.e..

d = CXa ->d> = { V . = d, so xo -» M - 1 . V
A Riemannian metric gai(x) is an invertible matrix of elements in A which

transforms like a rank-two tensor (to be defined later):

where Mf = (M°)", and is also Hermitian-symmetric:

( » • * ) • - A (5.2)

Note that this symmetry is preserved by the transformation. In the classical case
there is no need of the ••involution (complex conjugation) in (5.2) if all coordinates
are real. But if one is allowed to use complex coordinates, for example, (x,y) —»
(x + iy,x — iy), then (5.2) is a reality condition for the Riemannian manifold.
The existence of the inverse of gai is assumed and it is denoted as gat, so that
gttbgbc = 6" = gag1*- The transformation of gat> follows this definition.

A covariant vector field is a set of elements {ota) in A which transform like{xa}:

Similarly, {/?"} is called a contra-variant vector field if it transforms like {("}:

Note that a = ( ao 0 and /? = fiaXa are both invariant: a —» a, /? -» 0, so that
we can simply use a,0 to denote the vector fields {o0} and {/?"} in a coordinate-
independent way.

Similarly we can define rank-two tensors of different types according to their
transformations:

a"6 -» M'c'a
ciMd\
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where Mc'° = (Me")'. Just like in the commutative case, the positions of indices of
a tensor tell you the way it transforms. In these formulas, the ordinary contraction
of indices is of this type: \ , When indices are contracted as /*. *-involulion is
involved.

Furthermore the Riemannian metric g°l can be used to raise or lower indices:

a = Qfjp , (5..J)

aa=^(o6)-, (5.4)

oai=g"ac\ (5.5)

Od = a/g*, (5.6)

and so on. Because of eq.(5.2), if we raise and then lower an index we will gel back
to the original object. It can also be checked that {a°)*)3l and oro/3

6 are tensors if a
and fi are vectors. The contraction of indices of tw:> tensors can make a new tensor.
But sometimes the contraction of indices has to be accompanied by appropriate
•-involution.

As a"0a is invariant for any two vector fields or and /?, we can always use the
Riemannian metric to define the inner product (•, •) between vector fields a, 0 as
in the classical case. For example,

In both cases, (a,/?) = (/9,a)*.
The magnitude of a vector \Q\2 = (a, a) is real: \ct\2' = |o|2, due to eq.(5.2).
The invariant operator

VJ = X'X* = xW'Xi, (5.7)

is called the Laplacian. It can be used to define the equation of motion for a scalar
field * with mass m as

(V2 + m ' )* = 0.

The non-commutativity forbids any tensor of rank higher than two. Therefore
physical laws, if written as equations of motion, can only be written in terms of
scalars, vectors, and rank-two tensors. Fortunately all major classical physical laws
are governed by tensorial equations of rank less than or equal to two. On the other
hand if the physical laws are written in terms of differential forms, there is no limit
lo the degree of the forms.
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Given a Hilbert space representation of the algebra A on H, one can define the
"distance" between two stales s,s' (as generalized points) as [2]

D(s,s') = sup{\s(f) -s'(f)\: \\\df\2\\ < 1,/ 6 A}. (5.8)

The definition of \df\2 is based on the metric gai and therefore the metric possesses
the classical geometrical meaning. The norm || • || is defined by

An algebraic version of quantum distance can also be given without mentioning
Hilbert space representations. An example is given in Sec.5.3.

5.2.3 Connection

As defined in (63], a connection V acts on / € A as d: Vf = <//, on £° by the
connection one-forms Wj":

V 4 " = ( ' ® , , c V (5.9)

and on a one-form a = ("aa by the Leibniz rule:

Va =

(Va)0,

where (Vo), = daa — wo
kat. The tensor product ®A is defined so that af ®A0 =

For (Va)a to be a covariant vector the connection one-form has the transforma-
tion

For the Leibniz rule to hold on the inner product:

d(a,l3) = V(a,/?) = (VcO°ft + o

we define

(5.10)

which also ensures that (Va)" is & contra-variant vector.
The covariant derivation of or in the direction of the vector field ft is
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The equation of geodesic flows is therefore

(Voo)° = 0.

To define the action of V on rank-two tensor fields we consider the scalar / =
ao7°'A- Because / is a scalar field, we have the equation: V / = df. By the

undeformed Leibniz rules of V, we should have for the left hand side (omitting the

symbols

= (daa - w/e

and for the right hand side

Identifying them we find

(V7)°
6 = <*7°' + 7°V + K T 7 " ,

which also ensures (V7)0 6 to be a rank-two tensor.

Suppose one has the physical law (Va)° = /?", it is equivalent to (Va) 0 = /?„ if

1 = dg'* + w°> + («»•)• = 0, (5.11)

which is called the metricily condition.

If dg"* = 0, we have from the metricity condition (u>°6)" = —uiba, where w"' =

*"««*•
The torsion T" is the covariant vector defined by (63)

where m is the multiplication map m(o 0 /?) = o0.

In the classical case Eq.(5.11) and

T" = 0 (5.12)

plus the reality conditions imply that the connection one-form u>a
6 is uniquely fixed

by the metric gah. The general expression for the analogous reality condition in the

quantum case is so far unknown. The difficulty is that the general transformation

will spoil the reality of a non-invariant quantity. One has to invent appropriate

conditions for each particular case according to its algebraic properties.

For the quantum complex Hermitian manifold defined later, the situation is

much simpler. Just like its classical counterpart, Eq.(5.11) alone determines the

connection uniquely.
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5.2.4 Curvature
The curvature two-form is a rank-two tensor defined by

Using (5.11), one can show that '

(5.13)

It is easy to

isfied:

check that the Bianchi identity and consistency condition are sat-

dT" = ibRb".

Classically, in order to have the scalar curvature and Ricci tensor one usually

just strips the differential forms from the curvature two-form Ra
b to get R^d a n d

then contracts b,d for Ricci tensor, and contracts in addition a,c for the scalar

curvature. However in the deformed case this kind of operation is not covariant

under general transformations.

Another more elegant way of defining the classical scalar curvature and the Ricci

tensor is to use the Hodge *. In the quantum case, the Hodge * is required to satisfy

and

so that the scalar curvature defined as

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

is invariant under general transformations (D is the dimension of the space) and

real (TV = 11). The integral

is a candidate for the action of a gravitational theory on the quantum space.

'Note that the •-involution reverses the order of every thing in a product, including one-forms,
which may cause sign changes. In the classical case since R.t >s a two-form, (/?„»)* = -/?ot = Ru.

where "ITU is llic complex conjugate of fi.».
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Similarly one can try to define the Ricci tensor as

•".'.(

There are, however, many other inequivalent expressions that are covariant under
the general transformations. For example, it is equally justified to define the Ricci
tensor as

This ambiguity in the Ricci tensor makes the scalar curvature better suited for
physical applications.

One can define the operator 6 = — + d* for a quantum space, and naturally one
will define the Laplacian by V3 = -(d+6)'2, which is equivalent to —Sd when acting
only on functions if SB = 0. In such cases the metric is determined by the Hodge *
according to (5.7).

5.2.5 Complex Manifolds

We define complex quantum manifolds (more precisely, Hermitian manifolds) to
be an associative *-algebra A generated by {l ,z",za} together with its differential
calculus Sl(A) generated by {l,za,zs,dy,<fza,<?,,,5!u} with the following properties:

1. d = 6 + S, where 6 = dz"da and I = Bidzs 7 (when acting on functions) with
66 = II = 0 and 66 = —66. 6 and i should observe the Leibniz rule separately,
and (5a)* = (-\)p6(a') for any form a of degree p.

2. The generators of the algebra are divided into the holomorphic part {z") and
the anti-holomorphic part {za = (z°)"}. The one-forms [dza] and {dz"} are
all independent.

3. Denote il*(A) = {dz°aa : a0 € A] and il~(A) = {asdz* : aa e A}.
The commutation relations between one-forms and functions in A satisfy
n*(A)A - Ail* (A). That is, ft*(.4) do not get mixed by the commuta-
tion relations.

4. The metrics46 = ($*")• is given. The connection one-forms wa
6 and wa

{ =
(wa

by are assumed to be w,* 6 tt+(A) and wa
{ 6 il~(A). The Leibniz rule

holds for the connection V and we have Vdz" = dzb ®^ w6° and V<fza =
-dzl®Au>h

l.

The coordinate transformations are restricted to the holomorphic transforma-
tions only. Holomorphic transformations are defined as those which map z" to
liolomorphic functions f(z) and z' = (*")" to (/"(*))'. The properties of a com-
plex manifold imply that this transformation induces the map dz" -* rfz'A/j" where
Ma

b is holomorphic, namely, lMa
h = 0. Similarly, we have dza -• (dz^M^)' =

{Ma
b)'dzl where (M^Y is anti-holomorphic, 5(A/O

6)' = 0.

All the formulas we had before for Riemannian manifolds can be easily modified
for a complex manifold with the understanding that the indices are only summed
over the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic part.

With the fourth property of a complex manifold, Eq.(5.11) says

Since d = 6 + I we can separate the equation into fl+(.4) and ft-(
connection can be directly solved:

), and so the

(5.18)

'Obviously here S is the liolomorphic part of d rather than — • d* defined in the previous
wet ion.

Only the holomorphic transformations will be consistent with this solution. (That
is, the transformation of the connection induced from the transformation of the
metric by these expressions will be the same as (5.10) only for holomorphic trans-
formations.)

Prom Eq.(5.13) the curvature two-form can now be expressed directly in terms
of the metric as

/ ? / = lua
b - -{(ffojij*). . (5.19)

The curvature two-form gives the scalar curvature according to (5.16) with the
indices restricted to the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic part. The scalar curvature
for a complex quantum manifold is

The definition of the Ricci tensor is not unique.
The condition (5.14) for the Hodge * can be weakened to be no more than an

ordering prescription:

Due to the extensive use of the ^-involution in the quantum case, we see that the
complex structure helps to admit a Riemannian structure.
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5.3 Quantum Sphere S*

The Riemannian structure on a quantum space with a quantum group symmetry

can be required to respect its quantum symmetry.

In this section we consider the quantum sphere described in Chap.2 as an ex-

ample of both Riemannian manifolds and complex manifolds.

5.3.1 S* as a Complex Manifold

In this subsection we will treat 5 ' as a complex quantum manifold.

Metric And Connection

The notation itself suggests that we take Sl+(X) = Xdz and ft-(X) = Xdz, where

A' denotes the algebra of functions on S2. Let the only possible value for an index

be 0, that is, z° = z and zb = z. Also denote g = g60 and g~x = g^. To define

the metric g we note that for 5 ' the Laplacian, the 5£/,(2)-invariant differential

operator of order two, is

V2 = -c(\ + zzfBd, (5.21)

where c is an arbitrary real number. On the other hand, the Laplacian of 5 '

as a complex manifold, the holomorphic-transformation independent differential

operator of order two, is d'gd. Equating these two expressions one gets

g = q7c{l + zzf.

Because the factor (1 +zz) will appear frequently, we shall denote ifin the following

by

p - 1 + zz.

Classically any two-dimensional complex manifold is also a Kahlcr manifold and

one can locally find a Kahler potential. Analogy can be made here. Define the

Kahler form to be A' = dzg~xdz. (It plays a special role in the differential calculus

as described in Chap.2.) Obviously dK = 0 for the same reason as in the classical

case. The Kahler potential V defined by 66V = A' therefore exists. One can solve

for V in terms of the 7-deformed log:

v = ,-v'f; log,., (I-,-1)
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where [n], = 3jrzr- In fact, the Kahler form dzg~*dz is also the volume form (up

to normalization).

Using (5.18) and (5.19), we can immediately find the connection form and the

curvature two-form:

It is easy to see that the torsion is 2ero in this case.

We define the vielbeins on 5 ' as

(5.23)

(5.24)

The commutation relations between e,e and z,z are simply classical:

ez = ze, ez = ze,

ez = ze, ez — ze.

The Hodge * map satisfying (5.14), (5.15) and *J = ± as in the classical case is

given by

(*e) = «e, - t e ,

(5.25)

where c* is a constant, and the action of Hodge * on any form follows (5.14).

Now we can define 6 = - • d* and V = — %(d + 6)2. 3 When acting on a

function / ,

= \*d*df

Hence d should be identified with c because of (5.21). This identification further

justifies our Hodge * structure.

The scalar curvature is found to be

(5.2G)

The Ricci tensor defined by (5.2.4) is

7loO = c9
4(l + 9

a ) . (5.27)

3llere we have a factor of J because we want to identify V 1 with (5.21), which is only lhr>

liolomorphic part in -(rf + 6)1.



5.3.2 As a Riemannian Manifold

. . ' . • * *

In this section we treat 5 ' as a (real) Riemannian manifold. The difference between

Riemannian and complex manifolds is that the latter is not invariant under general

coordinate transformations. When indices are contracted for a complex manifold

they are summed over only half (the holomorphic part) of the possible values if

viewed as a Riemannian manifold.

Assuming that g00 = gM in the Riemannian case (since we had j 8 0 = 508 in the

complex case), we get from (5.21)

Note that since the normalization of g is changed from Sec.(5.3.1), the parameter

c* used in (5.25) should be changed accordingly.

The equation Vg00 = 0 is identical to the one solved earlier for 5 ' as a complex

manifold and we assign wo° to be the same as (5.22). Let

which would be the complex manifold connection form wo° had we labelled the

coordinates the opposite way: z° = z, and z° = z. It satisfies V50 0 = 0.

Similarly, the curvature two-form RQ0 is given by (5.23) and /Ij" is

A straightforward calculation shows

This is different from (5.26) and (5.27) by constant factors. The reason is that the

Riemannian structure of SJ as a Riemannian manifold is concerned with the general

transformations and that of 5 ' as a complex manifold is concerned only with the

holomorphic transformations. Unlike the situation in the classical case, with only

the holomorphic description of the complex manifold S* one will never be able to

know its Riemannian structure due to the non-commutativity of the algebra.

Distances on S*

Now we consider the "distance" between "points" on 5^. As mentioned earlier.

(5.8) can be used to define a number called the distance between any two states.

Before rinding the distance we display a representation of 5 ' which shows clearly

the correspondence between states and points. The basis of the Hilbert span* is

labelled as \k,9) for k = 0, l ,2 , - - - ,oo and 9 6 (0,2JT). (It is an irreducible repre-

sentation given in (39) for 5 ' supplemented with an additional label 0. It is also

equivalent by Fourier transform to an irreducible representation given in (32] for

SU9{2).) The algebra is represented in the following way:

z\k,9) - 1)'/2I* + 1,0).

So we have

Roughly speaking, 0 corresponds to the azimuthal angel on 5 ' and srq~ corresponds

to the cosine of the polar angle.

However, for what follows it is not necessary to specify the representation. The

only thing we need is Sp(p), the spectrum of p, which follows the commutation

relations

zp = q-7pz, zp = q7pz

and p = 1 + zz > 1. It is easy to see that Sp(p) = {?"'* : k = 0,1,2,- • • } . Hence

in the following 9 is interpreted as the collection of all parameters except k, which

labels the eigenvalue of p.

. Now we consider the distance between the two. states \k,0) and \k\0). In the

classical limit, it is just the radius (5) times the difference in their polar angles:

D{p,p') = \F(z(p),z(P)) - F(z(p'),z{p'))\,

where F(z,z) = jcos"1 (jjqpf) — sin"'(p"''2). For convenience we shall suppress

the index 9 of a state from now on. It is fixed for all considerations below.

Given the distance function F, we can always decompose F as F = f(p)+h(z, 5).

where h = £ £ , , fn{p)zn + gn(p)zn. Since {k\h\k) = 0 for all k, if F gives the

distance between states \k) and \k') then / does, too. But we have to check that

the magnitude of df is not larger than I. Note that
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{dh)-g(df).

where the cross-terms are

(CT) = (df)'g{dh) + (BfYg

Since {p\(CT)\p) = 0, we have

(Pi W\7 \p) < (p| \dF? \p) < fl|rfF|J|| < 1, V;».

which implies that |||d/|2|| < 1. Hence-we only have to consider functions of p for
our purpose.

Assume that the distance function is F(p) with |dF|2 = 1. Because [dpn) =

9A~Ip~1((flV)n ~ Pn)*i where A = q — q~l, we have

Similarly,
(dF(p)) = -q\~xp~\F(q~7p) -

|cfF|2 = (9F)V

cq*

(5.29)

Therefore,

where W(p) = (p - 1)(F(?V) -
the constant \c~*q~*\7(\ + 17"2). Hence,

1 implies that W(p) can only be

(5.30)

and so F can be solved as a power scries expansion:

2o,»
(2»Q! ,-n-l/J

This is not the only solution of (5.30). Any function f(p) satisfying /(<?'/») = /(/>)
can be added to it and (5.30) still holds. However, due to the structure of Spip),
such functions will not contribute to the distance between \k) and \k'). For q = 1,
c = 4, this solution is the power series expansion of — sin"'(/>"''').

It remains to argue that that the assumption |c/F|2 = 1 is correct. Consider a
function !(p) with |d/|3 < 1. Then F' = / + «F has |dF'|2 < 1 for |e| sufficiently
small. And an appropriate phase of « can make \F'{k) - F'(k')\ > \f(k) - f[k')\.
So any / with |<//|* < 1 is not the distance function.

Therefore we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 2 The distance (5.8) between the stales \m,0) and \n,0) is equal to

The distance between the north pole and the south pole on 52 , for example, can
be expressed as

which can be called the deformed JT/2.
The distance between any two points can be obtained, by using the quantum

group symmetry of SV,(2), from the distance between the north pole (z = co) and
an arbitrary point, which we have just calculated above.

Using the commutation relations of z, z, one can check that

a 0 \ _ I zp~x>* -oo-'

is an 5C/,(2)-matrix. This matrix transforms the north' pole (z = co) to z. It also
transforms the point

qp-><> \
(5.31)

to z'. The quantum group symmetry tells us that the distance between z and 2' is
the same as the distance between the north pole and z", which is a function of z, z'.
Therefore we have

Proposition 1 The distance between (z,z) and (z'.z1) on S2 is |F(p")|, where
p" = (1 + z"z") = (1 + zz)(l + z'z')(z - z')"'(i - *')•'•

Note that as they are the coordinates of two points on the same sphere, the
commutation relation between z and z' should be that of the standard braiding
(2.92):

« ' = q7z'z - q\zn,

which is covariant under simultaneous Sf,(2) transformations on z and z'. This
implies that z and z" simply commute with each other. (The braiding is also
formally satisfied by (00, z"). Divide the braiding relation on both sides by z we
get z'e"' = qJz~lz' — <yAz"'z"2~' which is satisfied by (z,z') = (00,z") but not by
(z,z') = (*".oo).)

A state \s) in the Hilbert space representation of the braided algebra generated
by {ztz,z',z'} corresponds to two "points" on 5'. So the distance between them
is (a|F(/)")|s). This is a modification of Connes1 formula (5.8) required by the
braiding.
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Relation to Connes' Formulation

Here we make a comment on the relation of our work to Connes' quantum Rieman-

nian geometry (2) by re-formulating the quantum sphere in a way as close to his as

possible. A sketch of Connes' calculus is in Appendix 2.

To do so we consider the Hilbert space realization of fl(A'). The Hilbert space

representation presented here is composed of two parts. The first part ( |0)} is the

Hilberl space representing the algebra generated by z, z. An example is given earlier

in this section. Another example is the GNS construction using the integration

(• )sj . The second part V is a vector space of, say, two-component column vectors

representing the differential forms. The differential calculus can then be represented

in terms of the representation it of S' as (for v 6 V)

TV,

where r = I 11 r* = I 11 and they satisfy

= 1 -i )•
f

qrr* + = I for

v ' e ' o e ' n s e (5.24) are represented by the 7-matrices r

and Tf, which satisfy a deformed Clifford algebra. The column y is used to specify

the direction of a cotangent vector at a "point" on S*.

Let the Dirac operator be

- - ' ) •

where k = q\~* ^c( l + q*). It is chosen such that dz = [D,z\ and dz = (D, l ) . The

goal is that the exterior derivative is realized by D.

Since D1 is not central, (d'a) = |£>s,o] for a form o is non-zero. The nilpotency

is achieved by taking the quotient of the algebra over the ideal called the auxiliary

fields. They are the differential forms {a(DJ,6)c : a,6,c € A}. For our case the

auxiliary fields are found to be

for all functions a in S*.
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The calculus is £j-graded by

7 = k~7(dzdz - dzdzjp-7 =

The £7.',(2)-invarianl integration on two-forms can be defined by the trace

/ o = 7V(7a|2?r2), (5.32)

for auxiliary fields, and the Stokes theorem

when: Tr is the trace over the extended Hilbert space {|t/i) ® v}. Although this

formula resembles that of Connes for 2-dimensional integration [2], according to

him the power of \V\~l in the trace is determined by the spectrum of V. In the

classical case one gets the classical dimension, but we get zero in this particular

case. Therefore unlike Connes' integration, (5.32) does not have the cyclic properly

fn0 = S0a. Nevertheless, it can be directly checked that the integration satisfies

the • onsistency condition

j (5.33)

(5.34)

for any one-form a. The Stokes theorem can be used to derive recursion relations

for the integration of two-forms. Equations (5.33) and (5.34) vanish already on the

trace over the 2 x 2 matrices and hence remain so for any representation \tp) of the

algebra for 5*. They determine up to normalization the integration of two-forms.

Hence it agrees with the integration introduced in Sec.2.7.

5.4 Complex Quantum Projective Space CPq{N)

The results in Sec.5.3 can be generalized to the quantum projective spaces CP^(N)

described in Chap.3. In Sec.5.4.1 we consider the Hodge * map in a more general

setting. In Sec.5.4.2 we find the Riemannian structure on CP,(/V).

5.4.1 Construction of the Hodge * Map

A prerequisite of the Riemannian structure is the Hodge * map. In general, if there

exists for a complex quantum manifold a Kahler form A' = dz"gaidz* which is real

and central, a Hodge * satisfying (5.14) and (5.15) can always be constructed if
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there also exists a basis of one-forms, denoted dz", dz below, such that c^..^^
defined by

is central.
Let

*(dz" •... dz"') =

* ( < & » ' • • • d z i ' ) = •••dz''.

Since A' is central, the property (5.14) is satisfied. Since A' is real, (5.15) is also
satisfied. Now we consider the Hodge * map of a differential form which is not
purely holomorphic or antiholomorphic. The idea is to "patch" the holomorphic
part and the antiholomorphic part together.

Denote

Because K = dz'{a is central,

K" = {dz"»

So we have

*(dz"---dze') = (dz"

Similarly,
*(dz°< • • • dz») = (tai... zf) • • • dzX)• r]SH)(dzf) • • • dzX),

where

Let ii{z,z) be the real function defined by the volume form

KN = dzl---

Then we define

• (dil> • • • dzl>dz°> • • • dz") = («»,.- I

(5.35)

Roughly speaking, we put the Hodge • of the antiholomorphic part and that of the
holomorphic part together, and then take out from the middle the volume form
(5.35). It can be shown that the properties (5.14) and (5.15) hold.
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The commutativity of the Hodge • with all functions (5.14) is not necessary
for the invariance of the scalar curvature. As mentioned in Sec.5.2.5, simply a
prescription of ordering *{f(z)ag{i)) = f(z)(*a)g(z) is sufficient. Its significance
is that any other prescription of ordering, say, *(f(z)ag{z)) = f(z)(*a)g(z), gives
the same result.

This construction of the Hodge * map is, however, not unique. When one patches
the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts as in (5.36), one can choose to put the
holomorphic part before or after the antiholomorphic part. They are in general
inequivalent. There is also the freedom to normalize (5.36) by different constant
factors for different pairs of (p,r).

5.4.2 Riemannian Structure on CPq(N)

The algebra of CP,(N) (see Chap.3) is given by the commutation relations

z'dzb =

z>dz<> = q-

where R is the fl-matrix of GL,(N) [16]. The *-involution is *"• = i".
The Kahler form A* = dz'gjdz1 for CP,[N) is given by the deformed Fubini-

Study metric (3.68)
</o5 = < r W . 6 - < / W ) ,

where p = 1 + Eli=i *°54- The inverse of the metric is gih = qp{6ai + zizi). This
Kahler form is not only real and central, but also invariant under the quantum
group transformation

where T* is an SU,,(N + l)-matrix. Consequently its corresponding Hodge • defined
as above is also covariant under this quantum group transformation.

The deformed Fubini-Sludy metric implies that the connection one-form is

where C" = SacSu + qN~''6ab6cd- The curvature two-form is

«=' = -C?c9eedz'dzd.
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The scalar curvature and Ricci tensor are, up to normalizations,

11K I, TlfocSl (5.37)

As in the classical case, this result can also be obtained by arguments based on the

quantum group symmetry.

5.5 Two-Sheeted Space

Using the algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry, we reproduce in this sec-

tion the theory of gravity for the two-sheeted space which was first described in

[63]. In that paper the Riemannian geometry on quantum spaces is formulated in

terms of Connes' non-commutative geometry.

The two-sheeted space is the product of a classical 4-dimensional manifold Mi

and a space of two discrete points Zi. Denote the two points in Zj as a and b.

The algebra of functions on Zt is generated by 1 and e, where l(a) = 1(6) = 1 and

e(a) = -e(6) = 1. It follows that e is real and

e2 = 1. (5.38)

Acting with the exterior derivative on (5.38), we find

ede = — dee.

We also define dede — 0. In addition, e commutes with the coordinates {xw} on

Mi and {dx"}, and de commutes with {x11} and anti-commutes with {dx").

To obtain the results in [63) we assume that the vielbeins and connection one-

forms can be written as

E° = <fi"e°, E* = de\

and

tlAB = dx»(uf + evf) + de(lAB + ekAB),

where e j , A, wAB, vAB
y lAB and kAB are all real functions of x. The indices A, B

take values in {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5} , where {1,2,3,4} correspond to dx" or E°, and {5}

corresponds to dt or Ei.

The Hodge • map defined on EA is the classical one. For example, +(EAEB) =
±CABCDFECBDEF T h i s m a p d o e g n o t h a v e t h e p r o p e r t y ( 5 . i 4 ) i hence the La-

grangiaii (5.17) is invarianl only under the coordinate transformation restricted to

M^ i.e., x" -* x'"(x),e - • e. This is one of the essential differences between our

formulation and that of [63).

The integration over the whole space can be decomposed into the usual integra-

tion over the four-dimensional manifold followed by the integration

JZi

for arbitrary numbers a, b. (The requirement that fZ} dee vanishes implies the cyclic

property of Connes' integration in this case: fa0 = ffla.)

Using the metricity condition (5.11) and the torsion-free condition (5.12) one

can partially solve for the connection. But many components of the connection are

still free. They should be viewed as independent fields. It turns out that they are

not dynamical fields because in the Lagrangian (the scalar curvature) they do not

have time derivatives. Their equations of motion are simply constraints which are

solved by their vanishing.

The action for gravity on this two-sheeted space defined by

EA(*RAB)EB

is, after taking out all non-dynamical fields, the same as [63]

where 72< is the usual scalar curvature of M*, VM is the usual covariant derivative

on Mi and gi is the determinant of the metric on Mi. The only new dynamical

field introduced by the Z% structure in spacetime is A(i). By changing variables

A = exp(<r) [63] we get

5.6 General Coordinate Transformations

The general coordinate transformations (GCTs) mentioned above will not be a

physical symmetry unless the algebra X on the quantum space and its differential

calculus are covariant. In this section we consider the quantum group of general

coordinate transformations as a symmetry of a quantum space. The Riemannian

structure defined in this chapter applied to this quantum space will be invariant

under the coaction of the GCT group.
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Consider the A'-diinensional quantum space:

.ax, = qx}xi, i < j , i, j = 1,2, • • •, A'. (.r).:W)

which is the same as the G'L,(A')-covariant quantum hyperplane, but we will con-
sider a differential calculus not covariant under GL,(Af) transformations. It is

xidxj = qdxjXi, i < j , t,j" = 1 , 2 , • • • , JV,

qxjdxi, i<j, t , j = 1 , 2 , - - - , A '

(5.40)

(5.41)

and
Xfdii = diixit i = 1,2, • • •, N. (5.42)

This can be called the ordering deformation. A consistent *-involution can be
defined by q' =-?"' and i j = z,\

Introduce the notation

where m = (mi, nij, • • •, mjir) and the m,-'s are non-negative integers. Let

then

(5.43)

(5.44)
•<)

(5.45)

Define the general coordinate transformation as a left coaclion A/, : A' —» A&X,
where A'̂ is the algebra of the quantum space and A is the algebra of the quantum
group of GCTs, by

Ai(x,) = E a . a ® Z ! a - (5-46)
El

In order to fix the algebra A we introduce braided copies of A', labelled by a,
with coordinates {ij° }(1(:

*}•>*}»> = , * J » > * } - \ . • < ; , . • , ; = * 1 , 2 . . . . , / v . (5.47)

(5.48)

for arbitrary n, 6. For the algebra of two or more braided copies of A' to be covariant

under the left coaclion of A, A is completely determined:

h (5-49)

(5.50)
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Define the coproduct on A by

(A ® id) o A t = (id® A t ) o At- (5.51)

The coproduct of the generators a;^ is an infinite power series, so it is not
acceptable to check directly whether the coproduct is a coassociative algebra homo-
morphism. * However, following the general arguments in Sec.1.6, the coproduct
is a homomorphism because A is completely fixed by the coaction. Moreover, we
have

Lemma 3 The coproduct on A defined by (5.51) is coassociative:

(A ® id) o A = (id ® A) o A.

Proof

(((A ® id) o A) ® id) o At

= (A ® id ® id) o (A ® id) o At

= (A ® id ® id) o (id ® At) o At

= (A®At)oAt

= (id ® id ® At) o (A ® id) o At

= (id ® id ® At) o (id ® At) o At

= (id ® ((id ® At) o At)) o At

= (id ® ((A ® id) o At)) o At

= (id ® A ® id) o (id ® At) ° At

= (id ® A ® id) o (A ® id) o At

= (((id® A) o A)® id) o A t .

Therefore

(((A ® id) o A) ® id) o At(x.) = (((id® A) o A) ® id) o At{*,-)•

Using (5.4G) we find for the coefficient of xp-

(A ® id) o A(a,a) = (id ® A) o A(a,m).

(5.52)

4The author is indebted to P. Podlej for pointing out this problem and the importance to
introduce the braided copies so that, as to be shown tight away, it can still be proven that the
roproduct is a conssocinlive algebra homomorphism.
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Then by extending the coproduct as an algebra homomorphism to the full algebra
A, the coassociativity on A is preserved. O

The counit is defined as an algebra homomorphism by

if mj-6)
otherwise

(5.53)

and<(l) = l.
The only thing we are missing for A to be a Hopf algebra is the coinverse.

Even classically it is not possible to find explicit expressions for the coinverse of
the generators of A. For this problem we resort to another description of the GCT
group. The idea is that we take a few subgroups of the GCT group that generate
the whole GCT group by iteration.

To illustrate the idea, we consider the two-dimensional case. Consider two global
covariant transformations of X. The first is the linear transformation and transla-
tion s

where M ( A B\ I E\

I and V — I I. The

(5.54)

algebra for M and V is given by

B = q~lBA, AC = qCA,

AF = qFA, BC = q7CB,

BD = qDB, BF = qFB,

(5.55)

(5.56)

(5.57)

(5.58)

(5.59)

and all other commutation relations are trivial, e.g., AD = DA. This group of
transformations is a subgroup of the GCT group. The commutation relations can
be easily derived from (5.49-5.50).

The second transformation is the fractional transformation

with

b\di = q~ld}b,,

(5.60)

(5.61)

(5.62)

(5.63)

5For the following discussion il is not necessary lo include Hie translation.

ss

(all other relations are trivial). Similarly, this is a subgroup of the GCT group and
the algebra can be derived from (5.49-5.50) 6. It appears to be a braiding of two
classical groups.

It is straightforward to find the Hopf algebras corresponding to these two trans-
formations and we will not write them out explicitly. Let us just denote them as
Hi = (A,-,«,-, Si) for i = 1,2. (For the n-dimensional case, we replace M by an
n x n-matrix and V by an n-vector, pt remains the same for i = 1,2, • • • ,«. Their
Hopf algebras can be worked out similarly.)

Given a sequence a — {a\, ttj, • • •, OK) of length K with a,- = 1,2, one can define
the the coaction

Pa = (5.64)

This coaction corresponds to a group of transformations which is a series of consecu-
tive transformations of px and/7]. It has a Hopf algebra structure Ha = (Ao,eo,Sa)
inherited from / / i , / / j :

, = A O | ® AO J i

Sa = Sa, ® Sa, (

(5.65)

(5.66)

(5.67)

Classically it can be shown that alternating transformations of the first and
second type generate the GCTs. In the quantum case we can take the definition of
the group of GCTs as ffo(N) in the limit of N -» co for a(N) = (1,2,1,2,1,2, •• •)
being a sequence of length N of alternating l's and 2's. Therefore although the
quantum GCT is strictly speaking not a Hopf algebra, it is the limit of a series of
Hopf algebras.

5.7 Conclusion

In the investigation of quantum spaces presented in this thesis we found that abun-
dant geometrical structures (symmetry, differential calculus, complex structure, pro-
jective geometry and Riemannian geometry) can be extended to the noncommuta-
tive case without losing the classical geometrical intuition. This indicates that the
notion of geometry is naturally embedded in a much larger setting than the classical

'By expanding (5.60) in power series of xj one can use (5.49-5.50) to obtain commutation
relations among 6,a,rl, c.ar1 and diaf1. Choosing o/ to be central we get (5.61-5.63).
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picture. The natural question is then whether physics has the same generalization

as its mathematical tools.

Quantum mechanics of many different particles (48) is relatively well understood.

For classical gauge field theories on quantum spaces, while a description is estab-

lished for a quantum principal bundle (47] where the fiber is a quantum group and

the base is a quantum space, it is still unclear what the dynamics of the gauge fields

is except for particular simple examples. An important physical model built upon

a quantum space (the two-sheeted space) where its classical dynamics is clear is the

Connes-Lott model [64]. It is remarkable that the Higgs field arises there naturally

in Connes' formulation.

Many attempts to formulate quantum mechanics of identical particles [65] and

quantum Held theory (66, 67] on quantum spaces have been made, but their general

formulation for generic quantum spaces is still unclear. However it is expected that

new rcgularizalion methods may arise as a result of the deformation of spacclimc

(68, 67].

On the other hand, noncommutative geometry may also play a role in string

theory (69]. At least intuitively any theory incorporating quantum effects of gravity

should exhibit some fuzziness in spacetime, and therefore may be related to non-

commutative geometry. The question of interest is how to utilize noncommutative

geometry to understand better the mystery of physics at the Planck scale. It will

be an exciting moment when the answer emerges.

Appendix A

Poisson-Lie Groups and Lie

Bialgebras

In this Appendix we briefly introduce the relation among quantum groups, Poisson-

Lie groups and Lie bialgebras. lor a more detailed and advanced discussion see (17).

A.I Poisson-Lie Groups

The covariance of the algebra of a quantum group implies that it is a Poisson-Lie

group in the Poisson limit, and the consistency of the quantum algebra corresponds

to the Jacob! identity of the Poisson structure.

As an example we consider quantum groups with the RTT relation

finT.T^Tjr.fln. . (A.I)

Let q = 1 + h + O(h?) and expand everything in powers of h. The ft-matrix is

(A.2)

where / is the identity matrix /{{ = 6[6't and r is called the classical r-matrix. From

the RTT relation,

(A.3)

(A.-1)

+ O(h2),

which in the limit of h - • 0 gives the Poisson Bracket (PB)
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This Poisson structure makes the classical group a Poisson-Lie group, which
simply means that the group multiplication is a Poisson map. The Poisson structure-
on two copies of the group is defined by

(A ® A, h ® tih*G ) ® JiA ® (fi, ID- (A.5)

Using the group multiplication •: G x G -» G, functions o n G x f f correspond to
functions on G by the coproduct

A(Tj) = r / ® T / . (A.6)

Hence the statement that the group multiplication is a Poisson map means that

(/(i) ® /<*),/(„ ® /<„ W = (/. /')(O ® (/. f'h) (A.7)

in Sweedler's notation. For / = 7\ and / ' = Jj, it is

(A.8)

Eq.(A.8) can be easily checked by using (A.4) for any r-matrix.
On the other hand, for (A.4) to be a Poisson structure one has to check the Jacob!

identity. As one might expect, this is guaranteed by the Yang-Baxter equation

, = RnRnRi,, (A.9)

which contains at its second order in h the classical Yang-Baxter equation

[ru,r,3] + |r,3,rM] + [r,j,rj3j = 0. (A. 10)

(The zeroth and first order terms are trivial.)
In general, since the coproduct is an algebra homomorphism in a Hopf algebra,

the Poisson limit of the quantum group is a Poisson-Lie group. While the Poisson
structure comes as a result of the commutation relations, its Jacobi identity is
guaranteed by the consistency of the algebra.

A.2 Lie Bialgebras

Up to the usual global issue, Poisson-Lie groups are equivalent to Lie bialgebras. A
Lie bialgebra is a Lie algebra g equipped with the additional structure S : g -+ g A g
satisfying

(6hid)oS-=0, (A.ll)

«(!*.»)) = M*),'J] + (*>%)!• (A.12)
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Given a Poisson-Lie group G, one can define a Lie algebraic structure on g",
which is the dual of g = Lie{G), according to

i)., WO.) ,/»)).. (A.13)

where we have identified g* with the cotangent space at the unit e g G. The Jacobi
identity of the PB implies the Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket.

The 6 map for g can be obtained from this Lie bracket on g":

where (•, •) is the pairing between the tangent space and cotangent space at e € G.
In the above we have identified g with the tangent space at e.

The Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket on g* implies (A.ll), and the fact that
the group multiplication is a Poisson map implies (A.12). Hence we see that Lie
bialgebra is simply the tangent/cotangent space of a Poisson-Lie group.

Now consider again the quantum groups with RTT relations. How do we describe
their classical limit in terms of Lie-bialgebras? They are actually quasi-triangular
Lie bialgebras. Let r also denote the classical universal r-matrix which is an element
in g ® g as the second order term of the universal TC-matrix in the h expansion. A
Lie bialgebra (g,£) is quasi-lriangulartf

1. / = r + o(r), where a(X ® Y) = Y ® A', is adjoint invariant.

2. 6(X) = -adx{r), where adx{Y ® Z) = [A', Y) ® Z + Y ® [X, Z).

3. r satisfies (6®»<f)(r) = [ri3,ra3], and (t<i®6)(r) = (ri3,r»].

The first property comes from the antisymmetry of a P.B. (7\,7j) = ~(Ti,T\).
The second states how r determines 8 as described above and the third ensures the
classical Yang-Baxter equation.

The quasi-triangular Lie bialgebra is factorizable if in addition / is a non-
degenerate bilinear form on g*. This means that one can invert the relation

(A',•) = ( / ,w® •) (A.15)

for a given X € g to solve for a unique w 6 g*. Therefore one can decompose any
A' g g uniquely into X = Xi + X* with (A'I,-) = (r,t<>®-) and (Xj,-) = (r,-®w).

The universal TC-matrix in Sec. 1.2.1 for 5L,(2) has the corresponding universal
r-malrix

A+ (j)A.. (A.Id)



For SL,(N) it is

• 1

N-t

(A.I7)
Ijnl

where A is the Carlan matrix and ey is represented as 5r(ei;-)* = 5*6/ in the defin-
ing representation. The factorization corresponds to upper and lower triangular
decompositions. Appendix B

Connes' Differential Calculus

In this Appendix we give a sketch of Connes' noncommutative geometry (2|. (Sec
(70) for a brief introduction of its application to particle physics.)

B.I Differential Calculus

Denote the algebra of functions by A and the universal differential calculus by fl(/l).
In Connes' calculus, we also have the Leibniz rule and the nilpotency of the exterior
derivative:

(B.I)

(B.2)

d(ab) = (da)b+ (-l^'Maf/ft),

The first observation is that if one defines differential forms by a certain operator
F:

do = |F,o]±, (B.3)

where (•, -]± is the commutator for a of even degrees and anti-commutator for odd
degrees, then the Leibniz rule is guaranteed. But to have d2 = 0 we need

= d[F,a)

= [F,[Fta])

= (**,«)
= 0,

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

which is guaranteed if F* is a constant. If the constant is non-zero, one can always
icscalc jl to be I.
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Connes defines the differential calculus on an (involutive) algebra A to be given
by a representation v of A on a Hilbert space "H and an operator /•' with the
properties

F' = F, (B.S)

F7=l (B.9)

and (^17(0)) compact for any a € .4. This is called an odd Fredholm module. An
even Fredholm module is given by an odd Fredholm module with a Zji grading
operator 7 on H such that

7>r(a) == *(a)7 , Va € A,

yF = - F 7 .

(D.12)

(13.13)

The information about the metric on a manifold is not encoded in the calculus
defined above, but there is a way to generalize the approach above to include the
data of the metric in the calculus. To do so, instead of using F we use a self-
adjoint operator 27, which we call the Dirac operator, on that Hilbert space H in
the following way (2). First extend the domain of ir to the universal differential
calculus fi(>t) of A by

*{ao{da,)...(dan)) = *(oo)l©,ir(a,)l...(0,Jr(«B)J. (13.14)

There will be elements in ti(A) which vanish under T, SO that elements in il(A)
which differ from each other by those elements will have the same representation.
Therefore it is natural to define the general differential calculus &T>(.A) ON A to be

O.V(A) = *{Sl(A))/Aux, (D.I 5)

where Avx = [kern + d(fcerjr)). Since Aux (called auxiliary fields) is a two-sided
ideal, it is easy to see that this defines unambiguously a consistent differential
calculus on A.

B.2 Integration

Consider the case where the differential calculus is specified by F. The integration
of a differential form a over A is defined by

= Tr(a)
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(H.l(i)

for the odd case and
Ja = Tr(ya)

for the even case. It can be shown that the Stoke's theorem holds:

Jda = 0.

(H.I 7)

(B.18)

In the case when the differential calculus is defined by the Dirac operator Z>, the
integration is given by

where Tru is the Dixmier trace.

B.3 An Example

The simplest example is the two-point set Z*. A function on this space is repre-
sented by a diagonal 2 by 2 matrix of complex numbers. The Dirac operator can
be defined by

V = I I , (B.20)
\ M 0 /

where M is an arbitrary complex number.
Now we can say that the algebra of functions is generated by { l , e } , ' where 1

is the unit matrix and

Define «fe = |O,e], then we have the commutation relations

ee ~ e,

ede = de(l - e),

(B.22)

(B.23)

M'M (B.2<1)

and the ^-structure e* = e, (de)' = -de.
Because ee = e, the most general function of e is just / (e) = a + be for arbitrary

complex numbers a, 6. So any linear functional is specified by two numbers u, v as
£ ( / ) =:ua + vb. The integration of a one-form /(e)de according to Connes' formula
should be 7Y(/(e)<fe|I>|~J), which vanishes. To get nonzero integration, one has to
consider the integration over a zero-form or a two-form. For either case the result
is proportional to the trace of the 2 x 2 matrix representation of the integrand.

'Notice that this b;i.sis is different from (lie one used in Sec.5.5.
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